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acts of
Seventeen sparkling
home-town Went entertained a
large grcup of veor'e on Tuesday
night at the Fulton High School
auditorii-1 for the coveted prize
of appearing at the but Mid-South
Talent Show in Memphis this
month. Gary Harp..r. son of Mr.
Ind Mrs. Curtice Harper of Clinton
walked off with the grand award
and an apprc.rance an a Memphis
television station.

Gary was the winner in the
vocalist division and charmed the
Volume Twenty-Nine
audience with his stage appearance and his resonant voice. The
show Tuesday night was a diversified program of instrumentalists,
dancers, and vocalists with each of
them getting enthusiastic applause
from the audience.
Jane Edwards, daughter of Mr.
The South Fulton schools have
and Mrs. C
Elwards was anopened with registration day being
Coa(insed on Page tight
held on Friday of last week. There
are 451 students registered in the
elementary school, grades one
through six, and 375 in the high
school.
The first day of regular school
was Monday. This week classes are
dismissing at .2 p. m., while next
week students will be let out at 3
p. m.
The South Fulton Red Devils
football team will meet Ridgely
there Friday night at 8 o'clock.
The following Friday night, the
Greenfield h)gh school football
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The Fulton High Bulldogs' first
football game of the season will
be played here Friday night, Sept.
2. with Russellville. The game will
be played at 8 p. m., instead of at
7A11, because et the Methodist sevival now in progress. The revival
service will be moved up so that
the congregation may also attend
the local ball game.

Mrs. Hester Brittain Rucker of
Fulton died at 8:10 a. m_ Wednesday at Jones Hospital, after being
in ill health for some time.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete, but burial will be in the
Palestine Cemetery. The Rev. J. L.
Leggett, pastor of the First MethThe leo lovely ladies in the center (Sharye Johnson, left and Judy odist Church, will officiate. The
right) seemed to be having a happy time after the show Tuesbody will be at the Whitnel Funday night with Gene Gardner, left and Gary Harper, grand winner,
eral Home until time for the sertight
vice.
Mrs. Rucker was born Sept. 25.
1885 in Fulton, daughter of the
late J. R. and Sue Craig Brittain.
She was a member of the First
Methodist Church and the local
Business and Professional Women's Club.
She leaves ner nusoand Lee
Rucker; a daughter, Mrs. Martha
Craig Koon of Memphis; four
grandchildren, Mrs. Patsy Haun of
Shreveport, La., Kenneth Koon
of Jacksonville, Fla., Craig Lee
Koon of Memphis and Martha
Claire Koon of Memphis; and several cousins.
Services will be held Friday at
2 p. m. at the First Methodist
Church here.

SC
Pr

team meets the Red Devils on the
new South Fulton athletic field.
According to Principal Lester
Betty the South Fulton team plans
to win all their games this season
and everyone is urged to come out
and see the local team at play.
Tuesday morning the different
classes in the high school were
busy electing officers for the year.
Billy Hickman was elected president of the senior class. The other
senior officers are Jimmy Lowe.
vice-president; Brenda Roberts,
secretary; Bonnie Usrey, treasurer;
Barbara Peeples, reporter; Vicki
Continued in rage I .re

Mrs. Lee Rucker
Dies Wednesday
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South Fulton Schools Open Friday;
451 In Grades,357 In High School

The enrollment the first day of
school in the Fulton City Schools
had an increase of 64 students over
Gary Harper. Harold Hendersen and Gene Gardner look Into the last year, according to Supt. W. L.
Menem moments after Gary was adinared the trend winner of the
Holland.
111Ient show sponsored by the Jaycees Tuesday night.
The first day enrollment this
week at Terry Norman was 112;
Carr Elementary, 206; Milton, 99;
and Fulton High School, 182, making a total of 689 students.
The first day enrollment a year
ago was: Terry-Norman, 113; Carr
Elementary, 255; Milton. 82; and
Fulton High, 175, with a total of
625.
Mr. Holland said that the system
will pick ip a few more in all
schools.
The school superintendent said
that the opening days were tremendously smooth. The first six
grades opened Monday and grades
seven through 12 opened Tuesday.

Jane /sowers win.. r in in.- .o.irumensalist division C1.1411 an admiring eye at the Ken-Tenn trio Tuesday night after Jane and the trio
had bees Invited to attend the Mid-Smith Show In Memphis.

Doug Smith. rieht, said after he saw this photo that he had pollee poenera out for guys that looked better than Richard Thompson, let sad
Charlie Thomas, right, who IIIVOTO enJoYing the Went 'hew Tieselle.7.
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South Fulton
Council Meets

The South Fulton City Council
in a called meeting Monday night,
voted to extend Richard Street onto Collinwood across the Jonakin
property. Work on the extension
will get underway as soon as an
easement can be secured from Mr.
Jonakin in Memphis.
The purpose of extending Richard Street is for the protection of
approximately sixty school children in the Connaughton Addition.
With the new street the children
will not have to go onto the Martin Highway to reach school.
Also the council discussed possibilities, with the aid of (Won
County and the State of Tennessee,
of extending Pierce Road across
to the State Line.
The council met for the purpose
of getting the tax books in order,
ges as
compered woke during a short WhirAnd here are the
but this work was postponed until
ndasion at the talent show at Fulton High Tuesday. Left to right. SWAY
which will be on
Beene, Mrs. Charles Cobb and Miss Betty Gus Mosier, chairman of the next meeting,
Monday night week.
the Judos.

Jailer Little Concerned Over Escapee;
Once Charged With Attacking Woman
Fulton County Jailer Melvin Cagle has a strange
way of evaluating the antics of prisoners when the prisoner decides he doesal want to stay in jail any longer.
Currently, James Morris, a youth in his early twenties,
is on the loose after having been confined to the county
jail for child desertion to await the action of the grand
jury. Jailer Cagle said that Morris did not "escape" from
his jail sentence, he "just walked off," and that he did.
As Jailer Cagle tells it, (and he insists that the convict did not escape) Morris was in a field cutting weeds
recently with other prisoners when he "just walked off."
Asked again if he didn't think that the "walk-off" did
constitute escape from prison, Jailer Cagle says there's
a difference in walking off and escaping. (Quick, Henry,
the dictionary).

But the story of James Morris
is not a funny one: Jailer Cagle's
"Everything is in high gear and patient waiting until the prisoner
today (Wednesday) things look as comes back of his own accord is
if school had been in session a reason for an immediate investiweek", Mr. Holland said.
gation of current practices in the
The new teachers in the system
Haws,
are: Fulton High—Mrs. Lois
French and Latin; Mrs. Sandra
McKnight, Math; Charles Jackson,
commerce; Chester Caddas, coach,
biology and physical education;
and Mrs. Bonnie Hernon, music
director.
At Carr the new teachers are:
Charlie Thomas, principal: Harmon Pierce, Junior High math;
and Mrs. Leonard Allen, Intermediate grades; Miss Paula DeMyer, Primary; and Mrs. Elizabeth White. art education and general supervisor.
Mrs. Cassie Chambers will teach
in the Intermediate grades at Milton School.

county jail.
Here's the story about James
Morris:
He is about 22 years old, married, with two children and his
wife is expecting a third child.

Mrs. Hernon Is Local School's
First Woman Band Director

A list of the 1960 Fulton Bulldogs, under the supervision of
Coach Chester Caddas and Assist
ant Coaches Wade Harper and Joe
Caldwell, follows:
Ward Bush, I, Terry Beadles,
Phillip Putnam, Joe Bennett, Hal
Warren, Don Burnette, Bill Burnette Mike Calliham, Duane McAlisier, Tommy Powell, Tommy
Bowden, Mike Walker, Jim Bushart, Paul McClay, Lynn Newton,
Johnny Covington, Barry Bondurant, John Bennett, Harold Martin,
Jimmy Cheatham Charles Rice,
Ladd Stokes, Carl Hurst, Charles
Willingham, John Hunter, Donnie
Green.
The Fulton High School football
schedule for 1960 is as follows:
Sept. 2—Russellville, Ky., Here;
Sept. 9—Sharon, Tenn., There;
Sept. 16—Martin, Tenn., There;
Sept. 23—Providence, Ky., Here;
Sept. 30—Murray, Ky., Here; Oct.
6—Newbern, Tenn., There; Oct. 14
--Crittendon County, Ky., Here;
Oct. 21—Morganfield, Ky., Here;
Oct. 27—South Fulton, Tenn.,—
There; Nov. 4—Mayfield, Ky.,
There.
The Cheerleaders are: Johnson,
Sharrye, Capt., Soph.; Bowers,
Ann, Soph.; Covington, Chan, Sr.;
DeMyer, Mary Grant, Fresh.;
Hoodenpyle, Judy, Fresh.; Moore,
Judy, Sr.

The Floyd Summers benefit
singing will be held at the high
school gym in Martin, Saturday
night, Sept. 3 at 7:30 p. m.
The Fellowship Quartet will
open the program and singers
from Benton County will include
Benton McDaniel, the Norris and
Patterson families, and others.
From Carroll County there will be
the McKenzie Quartet, Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Purvis and many
others.

"SOUND YOUR A": Mrs. Ronnie Mermen, Fulton High's new Band
director. listens attentively as Sophomore Barry Adams executes
few runs on his trumpet.
Mrs. Mike Hemon, a talented
young lady in her early twenties,
is the Fulton City Schools' first
woman band director.
She made her first public appearance here Tuesday night as a
guest at the annual Jaycees Talent
Show, playing two trumpet solos.
She was accompanied by Mrs.
Walter Voelpel.
Mrs. Hernon received her degree
in music at Murray State College
in 1959 and her Master's degree
from Miami University this summer. While in Miami, she played
first trumpet with the Miami

Young Democrats
To Have Dinner

OIL DRILLING
Oil or gas drilling operations on
the E. C. Sublett farm just south
of the Pleasant Hill Baptist Church
near Rives resumed early Tuesday
morning. The rig was shut down
Monday after a minor malfunction.
STORES TO CLOSE
All members of the Fulton Retail Merchants Bureau will be
closed all day on Monday, Sept. 5,
for Labor Day.

All mothers in the area are invited to bring their children by
the Fulton County News office or
Saturday. Sept. 3, to have their
pictures taken for publication in
this newspaper.
This has been the custom of The
News for several years, as the series of the children's pictures have
proved very popular among our

The Fulton County Young Democrats Club, headed by Al Bushart,
will have a dinner-meeting on
Tuesday night, Sept. 6, at 7 o'clock
at the Sapphire Room of Smith's
Cafe.
Tom Garrett, pres4.:ent of the
Kentucky Young Democrat Clubs,
will be the speaker for the evening. Mr. Garrett is also Regional'
here is no obligation, but the
Director of the Young Democrats oiaildren
must be accompanied by
of American and an attorney prac- a...parent.
ticing in Paducah.
The photographer will be at
Tickets at $1.50 svi--t on sale
The News office from 10 a, m. to
Wednesday afternc
5 p. m.
REVIVAL AT MOSCOW
There are absolutely no strings
to this invitation.
A Revival meeting at the MosAppointments may be made by
cow, (Ky). Baptist Church will
gin September 5th, with evening calling the Fulton County News,
services at 7:30 p. m. Bro. Bill Phone 470, Fulton, Ky.
Lowery is the evangelist and Bro.
Chuck Blair, song director.

All Political Faiths Attend Opening
Of Headquarters For Constitutional Call
Kentuckians of all political
faiths from all sections of the
Commonwealth were on hand this
week for the opening in Louisville
of state headquarters for a constitutional call
Manned by a nonpartisan staff
of Republicans and Democrats, the
headquarters opened with the announcement of a meeting of leaders of all organizations endorsing
the constitutional convention.
The headquarters is located at
Fourth and Market Streets in
Louisville. Its objective is to urge
a "yes" vote November 8 on the
proposition to call a constitutional
convention, and is sponsored by
the 11-year-old Committee for
Constitution Improvement

Symphony Oithestra. the Woman's
Symphony orchestra of Miami and
the Hollywood Symphony orchestra. She also played for many othei
musical shows which were presented in Miami during her stay
there.
It is our understanding that Mrs
Hernon, who was recently married
Continued on Page Eight

This is not the first time that Morris has been apprehended for child
desertion. He has served about
nine months in Eddyville for the
same charge and that's not all.
After he was released from Eddyville he got into trouble in
Union City. According to information received from Sheriff Ebb
Gwaltney of Obion County Morris
was arrested for attacking a Union
City waitress. Gwaltney said that
Morris allegedly hid in the back
seat of the lady's car waiting for
her to get off work. When she
got into the car he commanded
her to drive into the country
where he, allegedly attacked her.
The girl did not appear before the
grand jury and Morris was released. But he also has another record
of jail breaking to his credit when
he broke out of the Union City jail
while awaiting the action of the
grand jury on the alleged attack
charge. Sheriff Ebb Gwaltney
sought the assistance of Fulton
County Sheriff Garrison to apprehend Morris and Garrison did and
retitirned Morris to the Union City
officials.
On another occasion Sheriff Garrison sought the aid of Union City
officials in apprehending Morris
for other charges.
Sheriff Garrison said that he
learned of Morris' "escape" from
the labor crew in Fulton County
shortly after it happened. Jailer
Cagle did not seek the assistance
of Sheriff Garrison in apprehending Morris, but Garrison said that
Cagle has "talked to him" about
Morris since the escape.
On Wednesday morning a WFUL
reporter called Jailer Cagle to ask
if Morris has returned, which
Cagle is expecting him to do on
his own accord. Cagle would not
talk to the reporter and kept saying he had another call and finally
hung up without answering the
question.
In spite of C- 7 le'S insistence that
Morris walked off and didn't escape. Morris is on the loose and it
is the coucensus of many interest.
eepersons who htee.caffed the
radio station that Cagle has a funny way to run a jail-house
. or
is it a boarding house.

Dr. Webster, head of the Agronomy Department; Warren Thompson, Field Agent in Forage Crops;
and Shirley Phillips, Field Agent
in Grain Crops all from the University of Kentucky will be in the
county next Wednesday, September 7th for two county-wide meeting&
These meetings should be of interest to most farmers and everyone is invited to attend. The first
meeting will be held at the Robert
Thompson Farm near Fulton at
9:30 A. M. and the second meeting will be held at the Stone and
Ledford Pecan Orchard at 1:30
P.M.

Edward T. Breathitt, Hopkinsville, is Democratic co-chairman
of the committee for the convention, and State Representative
Merlow Cook is Republican cochairman.
In a press conference, Cook and
Breathitt said the present Constitution, drafted 69 years ago, hamstrings Kentucky in many ways,
particularly in the area of local
government.
Both men have served in the
Kentucky General Assembly and
charge the "horse-and-buggy Constitution" costs the Commonwealth
The Fulton City Council is due
untold millions of dollars by forcing lawmakers to circumbent the to meet on Tuesday night, Sept 6,
Constitution on basic matters of at 7:30 p. m. at the city hall, instead of Monday, Labor Day.
government.

I had a very interesting personal lettee from A. B.(Happy) Chandler this week wherein he commented on a column I wrote in the
paper about two weeks ago. I
would not say that Mr. Chandler's
letter to me could be filed in the
category of complimentary fan
mail, but I do want to point out,
that among other things, he said
he was going to support John Kennedy for president and reminded
me that he voted for Mr. Kennedy
in California.
While Mr. Chandler's letter was
not intended to inform me of his
support of Mr. Kennedy this fall,
its wonderful, just wonderful to
know that the Democratic party
can count on his support in the interesting campaign that will elect
a Senator from Kentucky as well
as elect a President and Vicepresident of the United States.
In his letter Mr. Chandler discussed the affairs of State government, past and present, and I got
the idea that he has some plans
for State government in the future. It is indeed flattering for an
insignificant newspaper editor like
me to command the attention of•
well known person like Mr. Chandler, although I would have appreciated it more had the letter
been less vehement

Lack Of Two-State Coordination Often Becomes
A Headache For State Line Residents And Traffic
While some of the streets and
driveway pavings over on the Kentucky-Tennessee line area around
Hazel, Ky. may have been unauthorized and illegal in nature, we hope the
whole expose' serve a needed and
worthwhile purpose in focusing State
attention on a few long-standing
bones of contention in this area:
Just exactly which State—Kentucky or Tenneske—is supposed to
maintain State Line road east of
Dukedom? Several years ago our attention was directed to the deplorable
condition of this road, and the only
explanation for not being able to get
it properly repaired was that—by
agreement—Tennessee was supposed
to maintain it, since Kentucky maintained that stretch from Fulton to
Dukedom.
We think the time is ripe for the
two States to get together and to establish definite maintenance areas on
this road which separates Kentucky
and Tennessee in its entire length—
actual and projected—from State
Line in Fulton County to wherever
is, supposed to end east of
the road is
County. Then
Hazel in
when people with maintenance gripes
on any stretch of this road want to
seek corrections, they will know to
whom they should turn.
In the Highlands area of Fulton
we have a similar need for cooperation between the two States: There is
serious need for some kind of cloverleaf or traffic circle to better handle
the heavy stream of vehicles which
converge at the junction of US 51 and
US 45-W at the by-pass in front of the
Derby Cafe. Five streets feed heavy
traffic into this intersection, causing a
constant hazard in congestion that is

totally unregulated.
Kentucky has already built two
good cloverleafs at other heavy-traffic
transfer points elsewhere on this bypass but has no jurisdiction on the
abovementioned area because it lies
across the State Line in Tennessee.
We Asked a former Governor
about this area once, when he was
down here visiting in Fulton, and he
told us that Kentucky would probably
have to build whatever is built, inasmuch as Tennessee had declined to do
anything about it. When we quizzed
him about the irregularity of going into Tennessee with Kentucky highway
funds and equipment, he replied that
such a situation could be resolved
rather easily by getting Tennessee to
agree to remove their jurisdiction to a
point just beyond the proposed traffic circle. . . an item that he felt they
would gladly do in lieu of expending
funds at this point.
As of this date nothing has been
done at all.
So one who is far removed from
such State-line problems as we have
down here in the Purchase hardly
realizes the lack of agreement and
coordination that sometimes obliges
such things as are reported this week
over at Hazel. We live with them
every day, and see them resolved as
best they can, n6twithstanding the
fact that some of the decisions might _
actualy be a little irregular.
We would hope, following the
State-wide publicity given the Hazel
incident, that this whole matter of responsibility for State Line, its maintenance and its improvement will be
the target of a new and enlightened
agreement by both States to each do
their proper share.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEIC

To many people today it seems impossible
Twentieth Century should

still be

religious.

As

technology

spreads

throughout the world, why do we tend to become a world separated from God?
MAN TODAY lives surrounded by big
modern cities which he himself has built. Imnense factories, tools and machines reflected
his new-found power. They are a mirrow in
which he contemplates himself.
If the heavens sing the glory of God, machines sing the glory of man. And as modern
man falls under the spell of his own progress,
he pushes the works of God out of his mind.
He wants to become master of the earth and of
the world of space.
TECHNOLOGY, however, has

limits. It

expands the prison in which man is enclosed,
but it does not free him from it. Medicine and
surgery can prolong life and make death retreat. But the life thus prolongee still remains
human. It still carries within it the seeds of
death_

brings us back to the glory of God. Its not
necessary to underrate man in order to praise
God. On the contrary, the greater man appears
to us, the greater still will God appear. He is
the One who gives man al) his greatness. And
God alone can give man the happiness which

DROP A PEBBLE IN THE WATER
Drop a pebble in the water: just a splash, and
it is gone:
But there's half-a-hundred ripples circling
on and on and on,
Spreading, spreading from the

center, flow-

ing on out to the sea.
And there is no way of telling where the end
is going to be.
Drop a pebble in the water: in a minute you
forget,
But there's little waves a-flowing, and there's
ripples circling yet,
And these little waves a-flowing to a great big
wave have grown;
You've disturbed a mighty river just by drop-

aspirations in technical civilization. Instead, he
Is a prey to all kinds of tensions and inner con-

ping in a stone.
Drop an unkind word, or careless: in a minute

Is it possible, however, for our technical
civilization to help lead man back to God?
Technology keeps religion from being confused
with natural forces which less-informed men
once regarded as supernatural. As technology
wins for man control over the natural forces
of wind and fire and the atom, it frees religion
from its false-religious elements.
THE UNFOLDING universe, too, reveals to
us something more than itself. In fact, nothing
gives me a greater picture of God than the
huge ocean of stars of which astronomy and
physics give us glimpses.
In the long run, the

new

glory of man

it is gone;
But there's half-a-hundred ripples circling
on and on and on.
They

keep spreading, spreading, spreading

from the center as they go,
And there is no way to stop them, once you've
started them to flow.
Drop an unkind word, or careless: in a minute
you forget;
there's little waves a-flowing, and
there's ripples circling yet,
And perhaps in some sad heart a mighty wave
But

of tears you've stirred,
And disturbed a life was happy
dropped that unkind word.

ere you

Drop a word of cheer and kindness: just a flash
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FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock-August 39, 1941
Jack Austin, son of Wales Austin, won first place with his grand
champion bull at the 4-H Club
show here last week. Lewis Dee
Patrick, son of C. A. Patrick, took
first honors with his grand champion fat hog.
Paul Bennett of the Bennett
Electric of htis city attended she
41st anniversary celebration of
RCA Victor at Hotel Peabody in
Memphis Thursday.
- Rev. Woodrow Fuller. pastor of
the First Baptist Church of this
city for over five years, presented
his official resignation to the
church at the Sunday morning
service. Rev. Ful)er will go to
Corbin, Ky., as pastor of that
church, about October 1.

son were called to Bardwell and
Cunningham last weekend by the
deaths of Mrs. Horton's aunts.
All schools in Fulton County
have opened for the school year,
with the exception of Sylvan
Shade, which will open Sept. 9.
J. T. Simpson received first
honors in the poultry show conducted by the Ken-Tenn Exposition in Fulton last week.
The Fulton city schools will open
on Monday, Sept. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Easley
of Detroit announce the birth of a
daughter, born Saturday. Aug. 24,
in the Fulton Hospital.

Jimmy Meacham and famitY
turned home Friday after a vacation trip to Gadsden. Ala. Jimmy
reports that while on their trip the
tiered came loose on their car.
Thad Fagan. owner of Western
Auto Store, and his family have
returned home after a vacation
trip to Winnepeg, Canada. They
had a wonderful time and found
the people very friendly, as we
did.
It was so good to see Earl Willey Saturday. Earl and his family
are here visiting from ,Panama
City, Fla.

Receive Indemnities
For Dog Losses
Property owners
in Fulton
County will receive $234.80 from
the'State Livestock Fund for dog
losses occurring during the last
fiscal year, July
lr'g through
June 30, 1980.
Agriculture Commissioner Emerson Beauchamp tsated that these
claims were authorized by the
Kentucky Dog Law Advisory Committee. Beauchamp k chairman of
the commit'0.
"Although some of these claims
had to be adjusted," Beauchamp
said, "the committee authorized
payment for what it considered to
be fair market value on each valid
claim."
The dog law specifies that a
valid claim must meet these requerements 1. The county must
have a dog warden and operate a
pound. 2. All dogs owned or harbored by the claimant must be
licensed. 3. The claimant must be
unable to identify the dog or dogs
causing the damage.
Fulton County sold 170 single
licenses and no kennel tags last
fiscal year.
Of the $1.50 revenue from the
sale of each license, 25 cents is
retained by the warden making
the sale, 75 cents is deposited in
the State Livestock Fund, and 50
cents is returned to the county
where the license is sold for the
operation of its pound and enforrernent of the dog law.
Listed below are the 2 claims
totalitig $234.60 authorized for
payment in Fulton County: C. A.
Ilinford, Route 1, Crutchfield, 132.80; Harold Shaw, Route 4, Hickman. 101.00.
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(Firth In A Series)

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Howell announce the birth of a daughter,
born Friday. Aug. 23, in the Fulton
liospital. '

around town with

Oujda Jewell

he so ardently seeks.

Consequently. modern man finds neither the
solution to his problems nor satisfaction for his

flicts.

"Mures your bucic

Mr. and Mrs. Dan Horton and

From Machines To God
that a man of the

STRICTLY,BUS,INESS

the Fulton Country Club for a
barbecued dinner and a report was
made on the recent trip to Florida
the club gave away in a drive for
funds to help on construction of
the South Fulton Athletic Field.
As a result of the contest, President Gene Hoodenpyle, will sleep
on the bandstand on Lake Street
on the night of Sept. 10. When the
ticket sale started, the club members were divided into two groups.
The chairman of the group, which
failed to sell its quota of tickets,
was to sleep one night on the
bandstand. Both sides sold more
than their quota of tickets, which
resulted in Mr. Hoodenpyle having to sleep on the bandstand.
Wade Furniture Co. will furnish
a bed for Gene to sleep on, and
the club president said that he
would have a box at the bandstand for suggestions of a worthwhile project for the club.
Any person, organization, etc.,
who thinks of a good project for
the YMBC for the company year,
is asked to submit the suggestions by either dropping them in
the suggestion box, or by mailing
them to Mr. Hoodenpyle.

and it is gone;
But there's half-a-hundred ripples
on and on 'and on,
Bearing hope and joy

circling

and comfort on each

splashing, dashing wave
Till you wouldn't believe the volume of the
one kind word you gave.
Drop a word of cheer and kindness: in a minute you forget;
But there's

gladness still

a-swelling, and

there's joy a-circling yet,
And you've rolled a wave of comfort whose
sweet music can be heard

We had an enjoyable visit Sunday afternoon from Mrs. Virginia
Harris and her young daughter
from Bardwell and her mother,
Mrs. Edna Abel, our next door
neighbor. Virginia is a charming
person and a very talented artist,
I understand. Recently, she was
commissioned to paint the baptistry of a Bardwell church. She
does beautiful out-door scenes,
etc. in oils.
A short time ago she and her
husband, Dr. M. H. Harris, built,
by themselves, a swimming pool
in the back yard of their new
home. I'm just dying to go over
and take a look.
An interesting visitor in town is
Ivan Jones, Jr. who is here from
Hollywood visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Jones, Sr., in
South Fulton. Ivan Is assistant
personnel director of Warner Brothers Studio in Hollywood and
when we were there two years
ago. showed us all through the
studio. We had a wonderful time
watching movies made and seeing
the stars.
The George Washington University chorus, of which my cousin,
Edwin Hamlett, a former Fultonfan, is a member, is scheduled to
appear on the Ed Sullivan show,
while it is in New Welt City. For
the past several weeks the chorus
has been appearing at Radio City
Music Hall there.
I would like to wish my sister,
Sue Sanders of Chicago, and my
mother, Mrs. Leland Jewell, a
very happy birthday. Sue's birthday was Aug. 27 and mother's is
Sunday, Sept. 4. The Bailey family
will gather at the Dublin Baptist
Church grounds Sunday for their
annual picnic—and for mother's
birthday. It's always quite a day
for OUT family.
I undirstand that the TwinCities Clothes Bank needs clothes
badly for school children. The
bank is now located in the old
Pierce-Cequin Lumber Co. building. If you have any clothes you
don't need, why not carry them by
the clothes bank. They will be
more than appreciated.

Over miles and miles of water just by dropping one kind word.

James W. Foley.

Sure did hate ot hear that Bro.
Oliver Cunningham, minister of
the Church of Christ. was leaving

town. For a long time. Bro Cunningham was my star reporter. He
always seemed to get a kick out
of reporting news stories to me.
Beautification
Suggestion
to
Committee—Why not have a campaign to get all farmers in the immediate area paint their fences
around their homes and along the
highway white? Also, why not
have a tree planting campaign—
planting trees along the streets in
town? I know of nothing that
would improve our towns and the
highways more than lots of trees
and white fences.
Also, why not get the highway
department to build more beautiful picnic areas along the highways
for tourists—and local folks, too?
In one state I traveled in recently, there were water pumps
along the highway for travelers.
In my story on our vacation
trip, I completely lost one night.
That was our last night on the
road, which we spent at Versailles,
Ky., Happy Chandler's hometown.
You know I mentioned the
Jeweils of the Natural Bridge
area, well we were amused when
we found such places in Virginia
as Jewell Valley and Jewell Ridge.
Leonard Bennett Wheeler, agent
for the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, has received a letter from the Vice-President of his
company, congratulating him on
rounding out 25 years with the
company.
The vice-president said in his
letter: "Twenty-five years of faithful service is in itself something
to be proud of. but in addition,
you have undoubtedly derived a
great deal of satisfaction from the
knowledge that your efforts have
helped to provide many families
with financial security and protection. I congratulate you on
your record of a quarter of a century of conscientiousAervice. It is
no small achievemefit and you
can well take pride in it.
"It is a pleasure to convey my
good wishes, and to express the
hope, also, that the years ahead
will be good years, with a full
measure of good things for you
and yours."
The Young Men's Business Club
met last Wednesday evening at

Oulda Jewell

(holds Jewell needs no introduction to newspaper readers
of West Kentucky. but her connection with WFI'L is somewhat
obscure, although extremely important. Oulda furnishes WFUL
with daily news items of the local scene which she collects hourly while working away at her duties as news editor at the Fulton News.

Oulda does not have a daily radio program, but you can hear
her frequently when she calls us with on the spot news from
everywhere as it happens. She is one of those reporters who can
smell a news story even before it happens. She wouldn't anymore let an ambulance, fire siren, or police siren go unnoticed
anymore than she would stop breathing voluntarily. °nide is the
kind of reporter who knows not what time It is. As correspondent
for the Paducah Sun-Democrat. The Commercial Appeal, the
Courier-Journal, The Associated Press and the United Press,
Ouida's hours comform to the deadlines of all these news mediums and she's lust as likely to be writing a story at nine P. m.
as she is at 8 a. m.

Like nearly everybody else connected with the Fulton News
and Radio Station WFUL Oulda is a long-time Fulton resident.
She attended the Fulton schools and because she has written
about nearly everybody at some time or another she knows Just
about everybody In the Fulton area.

It Is the knowledge of local people and happenings that
Ovid& and other WFUL staff members possess that makes WFUL
your completely local radio station and we are proud to serve
all the people we know and love the most.

Make MO on your radio dial your daily listening pest and
share with us the Pleasure of working together fir the Debarment of our easanmity

RADIO STATION 111,11L
1270 On Your AM Dial

104.9 On Your FM Band

PHONES 1270 - 1500
Fulton, Ky.
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Harry Watts Shows Grand Champion
At Fulton County Farm Bureau Show
(Last Week)
4-11; Charles Mikel, FFA, and J.
Mrs. Carey Frields
B. Parker, FFA while red ribbons
Mr. and Mrs. Hulon Ray Meawent to Mike Alexander, 4-H;
James Everett, FFA; Jean Everett. cham and children of Ft. Worth,
Tex. are here on vacation with
4-H, and Billy Amberg,,,FFA.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Claud AnThe second ring was divided in- derson, and the Meacham family
to groups of FFA and 4-H with the of Martin, Route 3. They spent a
placings us follows FFA—Cooper few days in Detroit, Mich. and in
Watts, first, J. B. Parker, second; Chicago, Ill. with relatives and
and Charles Mike!, third and 4-H having a nice visit with all their
—Harry Watts, first; Mike Alex- relatives.
ander, second; and Jean Everett,
Mrs. Buton Lassiter fell at her
third.
home a few days ago and injured
her lame knees. that are effected
The third ring was placing as to
with arthritis. She is receiving
breeds with Angus winners as folmedical aid from Dr. Welles of
4-H,
Watts,
Harry
first;
lows:
Dresden.
second;
and
Cooper Watts, FFA,
Mr. Joe Westbrook is a patient
Mike Alexander. 4-H, third; and
of Jones Clinic where she is unHereford —J. B. Parker, FFA,
dergoing some treatment and obBlue ribbons were copped by
first; Charles Mike!, FFA, second;
servation, so get well wishes are
Cooper Watts, FFA; harry Watts.
and Billy Amberg, FFA, third.
sent out by all friends around
About 800 persons attended the here.
Mr. Gilbert Roberta is making
meeting-show at Fulton City Park
and viewed 4-H exhibits and farm fine recovery from a tonsilectomy
at the Baptist Hospital in Memequipment.
phis, Tenn. several days ago.
Mrs. Dewey Ainley is a patient
All Makes awl 11
11431PW MEETING SEPT. II
in the Fulton Hospital where she
•
The Business and Professional is undergoing some treatment and
MOTOROLA
Club will meet next all her friends wish for her a
Women's
Sales and Serviss
Tuesday evening, Sept. 6, at the speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rickman
K. U. office for a pot-luck dinner
'business mee. f.
members and son, Bobby, are in St. Louis
on vacation, visiting the Ralph
to attend.
are
True family, and uncle, Bell Farmer and Mrs. Farmer.
Mr. W. B. (Bill) Doyle, Union
City. is a patient of the Weakley
County Hospital, where he is undergoing some treatment. Every
good wish is extended by friends
over this area that he may have
• speedy recovery.
It was a gala day for the children of Mrs. Claud Anderson Sunday when all gathered home for a
family dinner served buffet style,
all kinds of delectable food, with
coffee, iced tea and iced cokes.
Those who attended were: Mr. and
Mrs. Hulon Ray Meacham Debra
and David Ray of Ft. Worth, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Cherry and son
Kenneth, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Cherry, Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cherry and son, Michel,
Lynnville Route 1, Mr. and Mrs.
Rubel Thomas and son, Reeky,
near here, Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
Frields and daughter, Karen Gayle
of S. Fulton.
Gloria Ann, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Bynum is a victim
of strep throat and under the care
of Dr. E. F. Crocker. An early recovery is hoped for.
Good rains have fallen throughout this locality during the past
week
breaking the 7 weeks
drought. Crops and pastures are
greatly benefited by the moisture
late garden' are refreshed, and abundant yields are expected.
Over this section schools open
at Palmersville and Welch elementary this morning (Monday.)
Buses will run on schedule and
things look bright for a most successful year.
Bettye. teenage daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George Haywood of Elgin,
Ill, spent the past weekend here
with grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Mathis of this village.
All the homemakers have been
at their post for many weeks, canning and freezing surplus vegetable, preserving
Forty years ago this railroad began telling its
and
making
jelly. During the peach season, a
problems, plans and progress to its friends
a supply is now being stored for
future use. Every household has
and neighbors in the 14 states of Midits larder replinished at this time.
America. Since September, 1920, the story
If I have a hobby, It must be
has continued in monthly advertisements.
collecting and cooking up a new
recipe. Perhaps I haven't ever
In four decades these advertisements have
mentioned it to all the readers of
created a diary of railroading of which this
this column, but I have so many
recipes and cook-books I wont
is page 480.
ever get time to cook up all of
them, for I admit its been years
Theme messages have recorded great events
now since I began to file them
... how the railroad has -kept ahead of
away. Those of which are my
changing times and dealt with the problems
favorites tryouts are; "Pat Boone's
Favorite Chess pie". "Cannel Pie",
of war and depression. .. how it has helped
which s my own recipe, "An unfarmers improve their livestock, their soil
cooked Relish", "A Congealed
Salad," and Country Style Sauand their crops... how it inaugurated the

Harry Watts had the grand
champion animal at the annual
Fulton County Farm Bureau beef
cattle and dairy show Aug. 17.
Cooper Watts showed the reserve
champion while third place went
to J. B. Parker, FFA; fourth to
Charles Mikel. FFA; and fifth to
Mike Alexander, 4-11.
In the showmanship division
halters were presented to Cooper
Watts, PTA and Charles Mikel,
FFA.
Joe Ross recognized the following in the record division 4-11—
Harry Watts, first; Mike Alexander, second; and Jean Everett,
third; FFA —Cooper Watts, first;
and Billy Arnhem second.

world's fastest freight. . . how it set its
financial house in order by reducing its debt
• by more than 50 per cent ... how it continues to attract new industry to MidAmerica.
We have also told of our problems with
unfair competition and outmoded regulations, of our efforts to provide lower, more
competitive freight rates, of our attempts to
diversify our services.
We believe this long-time effort has contributed to the understanding of our railroad
; by our neighbors and customers whose friendship and support we are pledged to earn by
! providing efficient, progreesive transportstion to all Mid-America.
WAYNE A. JOHNSTON
President

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
vI Band

/Mak!Ace11/Ke744044at
,

sage.
'This year I have 2% gal. of "Polish Dill Pickle" stored, and the
recipe was brought to me by Mrs.
Doyle Frields South Fulton, my
daughter-in-law obtained
from
Norman Hayes in Detroit, while
Jearmetta was vacationing with
parents, Mr. alio tars. Covene
Hastings, in Ferndale. Each year I
find receipts that appeal to me
and seem worth my effort to try
them out.

See You In Church

Landowners To
Decide If New
Industry To Locate
The next 30 days may well
prove the most crucial in the history of Hickman county, for within that period of time the optioning of land south of Columbus
necessary for tile location of a
large production facility must be
successfully completed, if that
community is to stand a chance
on obtaining the industry.
I The optioning effort was begun
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about 90 days ago, and after an
4-EITERS MAKE CLOTHES
encouraging start ran into diffiIn 4-H clothing projects, teach,
culties which now threaten to ing the basic principles of clothmark the project a failure in its ing construction from making a
initial stage.
simple apron to tailoring a suit,
23,325 girls were enrolled last
The optioning is being undertak- year, the University of
Kentucky
en by the Joe C. Marshall Realty reports.
Company of Paducah, acting as
agent for the G. M. & 0. Land
AGENTS AID HOMEMAKERS;
Company, which is a subsidiary of
In order to stretch the family
the Gulf, Mobile & Ohio Railroad. clothing dollar and yet keep the
The G. M. & 0. Land Company is family well dressed, 94,363 homemakers last year were given inrepresenting the unidentified information in clothing and textiles
dustry.
by UK home demonstration agents.

Win this beautiful $69.50 JET
PILOT BICYCLE during TUFNUT BACK-TO-SCHOOL TIME.
Stop in and register today, without
cost or obligation.

BOYS' 13 3/4-oz BLUE JEANS
Leather branded; copper rivets, Western fit sanfor.
ized; zipper. Sizes (4-11), $2.98;(12-18), $3.49. Slim.
Regular, Husky.

K. Homra's

ifittmmittsimitimimmtimaiim
difss"

STAILITE
Wed. - Thur. - Psi., Aug. 31.
Sept. 1. 2
(Starts at 9:00)
HOUND DOG MAN
With Fabian
(Also: starts at 7:10)
JOHNNY ROCCO
With Richard Eyer
SATURDAY. SEPT.
(Starts at 8:45)
GIRL'S TOWN
With Mamie VanDoren
(Also: starts at 7: and 10:15)
QUANTR/OLL'S RAIDERS
With Steve Cochran
SUN.-MON., Sept. 4-5
(Starts at 8:45)
THE WRECK OF THE
MARY DEAR
Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston
(Also: starts at 7:00)
THE SLEEPING BEAUTY
Tues. Thur. Frt., Sept. 8-9
BROUGHT BACK TO YOU
BY POPULAR REQUEST?
(Starts at 9:00)
I PASSED FOR WHITE
With Sunya Wilde
(Also: starts at 7:00)
BLUEBIRD'S II HONEYMOONS
With George Sar

In Kentucky, car owners pay
$1 10 tax on every 10 gallons
of gasoline they buy.
Does a tax this high—on a
basic commodity like gasoline
—really make sense? Gasoline
taxes in this state amount to
a 50% sales tax—and that's
over five times as high as the
tax rate on luxuries like diamonds and mink coats.
Now did gasoline taxes got
so high? Well, since World
Clensolln• tame*
War II, there have been three
up 01%
increases in the federal gasoIn tam years
line tax alone. This brought the
Federal tax to 4 cents a gallon, in addition to the State
tax of 7 cents a gallon.
Looking at it another way, in the last ten years gasoline taxes have skyrocketed 51% —yet the price of gasoline itself has risen only 5.5% during the same period.
$78 a yoar for gasoline tassel Gallon by gallon,
these taxes add up to a lot of money. Each year the
average motor vehicle owner in this state pays 178 for
ii.coline taxes alone. That's just a few dollars less than
he average week's pay for most people!

Your gasoline retailer—who must collect these taxes
from you—feels that gasoline taxes are much too high.
More and more, thinking people are coming to agree.
What do you think?

HIGHWAYS AND GASOLINE TAXES
Your gasoline retailer, naturally, favors construction of
the roads that the motoring public needs. He believes
in fair and reasonable taxation for this purpose but
feels that taxes on gasoline have now reached unreasonably high levels. He also believes that all special taxes
on the motorist should be used only for highway purposes. Yet last year, out of every automobile tax dollar
collected by the Federal Government from highway
users, more than 40 cents went for non-highway pun.
poses.If these automotive tax revenues were dedicated
for highway purposes, there would be no need for the
latest increase in the federal gasoline tax.

Presented in the
pals& interest
by Ilse Gasoline Ti,
leleartirre Carmine*
575 Lexington A
New Yerk New York
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A most attracti‘e and unusual
a. m. Everyone should bring a
school lunch. Mrs. Bertha McLeod, prenuptial party given in honor of
Home Agent, will famish drinks. Miss Brenda Brown whose marriage to Dale Breed...-n solemnized
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark and on Sunday afternoon at three o'family are here from Detroit clock was an overnight party with
visiting his son, Jimmy, and other Miss Suzanne Johnson and, Miss
Judy Moore as hostesses.
relatives and friends.
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The News reports your - - - -

The Fulton City Chapter No. 41,
Order of the Eastern Star had
their annual picnic at the City
Park Tuesday at 630 p, rn.

Over three hundred Methodists,
their families and guests, attended
the barbecue supper and old-fashThe party was at the summer ioned camp me.ting held last WedMr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett, Sr., cottage of Miss Johnson's parents nesday night at the City Park at
left Saturday morning for St. at Kentucky Lake. The guests ar- 6:30.
Louis, where they attended some rived early on last Wednesday afball games. Before returning home ternoon and enjoyed water sports
ay
naseryw
The Rev and Mrs. John Laida
(Items gathered along Fultoe's
they plan to attend the DuQuoin until time for a lovely buffet suphonored at a going-away
were
ok)
Fair.
per.
for your pleasure and your scrapbo
dinner following the morning worThe evening was spent in playing ship service at the First Baptist
Ladies Day was held Tuesday
dinat the Fulton Country Club. Fol- bridge. On Thursday morning Mrs. Church Sunday at noon. The
Its an accepted fact that women go to great exuck affair.
Mildred
pot-l
and
Mrs.
a
Johnson
was
Warren
ner
milegames
certain
a
a
pot-luck
luncheon
pass
lowing
they
tremes to hide their ages when
of bridge and golf were-enjoyed in Moore served the group an attracSee You In C" arch
tive breakfast menu after which
stone along life's way. In this respect we think it is big
the afternoon.
mind
don't
water
only
enjoyed
not
again
the
guest
who
news to find a group of ladies
The Welfare Workers Communi- siting and swimming. The group
telling their birthdays but celebrate them as well. We
gifts
g
exchangin
and
fun
is
ty
ies
Club held its regular meeting in returned to Fulton late Thursday
anniversar
and
YS
HAYING BIRTHDA
had a wonderful visit last week with a group of ladies even more. Pictured above left to right: Mrs. Frank Gibbs, Mrs. Virgil the home of Mrs. Willie Sheridan afternoon.
n, Davis, Mrs. Henry Finch and Mrs. Lou Pickle "try out" some of the last Wednesday afternoon.
Mats
11
who got together at the home of Mrs. J. H. Patterso
gifts they received. That's a sheet wrapped ariound Mrs. Davis.
occuraries
annivers
the Sensational New Invention
and
Mrs. Frank Parrish called the
s
birthday
Jr. to celebrate both
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Roman and
Sutherland's "MD" True
meeting to order and Mrs. Harry children, Camille and Bobby, left
s
ring in August. The gathering brought back memorie
No Belts — No Straps —
Watts led the group in singing. last Wednesday for Grand Rapids.
No Odors
Mrs. Roy Watts gave th• 'evotlon- Mich.. where he will be employed
of one of the earlier events we attended several years
being.
by Doctors — The
into
al
Guy
Approved
the
Mrs.
and
read
came
Fiach
"club"
the
how
recalled
in the city school system.
ago and we
W4rld's Most Comfortable
club creed.
Hari",is Harry
•
Truss
Mr. Roman has been band direcAbout 16 yers ago, several ladies Texas and that big
The roll call was answered by
Kentucky. And that's
of
Murphy
Club
y
Communit
Bowers
the
in
11 members and three visitors, tor at the Fulton and South FulCO.
DRUG
-CITY
noticed that they were having for sure.
Susan and Ann Watts and Mrs. ton schools for the past few years.
Fulton
408 Lake St.
Mrs. Roman was a member of the
frequent celebrations during the
Larsen,
tion
Home
Demonstra
We were sorry to have missed
faculty at the Fulton City Schools.
month of August and decided that
Agent
Smith Broadbent,
It would be fun it they had one all- the wedding of
Maddux in HopkinsMrs. Lorenzo Palmer rea,' the
inclusive affairs to commemorate III and Katie
From the reports
minutes and the treasurer's rep(...1
those important dates. So they vile last week.
it was a wonderful
was given by Mrs. Lon Watts.
gathered for the first meeting at we have heard
were disappointed
the borne of Mrs. Allie Jenkins and affair and we
The following project leaders
not be there. Paul
they have met each year, without that we could
gave their reports: Mrs. Maude
to Camp Breckinridge
interruption, since then. There had to go
Holliday, poultry; Mrs. Brooks
on Sunday morning and
were 13 ladies present for the first very early
Oliver, clothing; and Mrs. Harry
planning a visit in
are
we
besides
held
the
luncheon
at
meeting, and
Watts, reading.
and
this
LefablOm
Frankfort
original
the
last week, nine of
Bert
and
Mabel
with
week-end
Mrs. Larsen brought the lesson
members were present and looking
and family. We hope that
on "Freezing Foods". Mary Parish
as young and gay as they did on Combs
but we never
away,
get
can
we
led in recreation with Bertie Philthe first meeting.
WII/TNEL FUNERAL HOME
what comes up at the last
•
lips as winner.
Original members of the club know
PHONE U
4011 EDDINGS
two
the
that
often
minute. It is not
of the Amgen Birthday Club took time out for a News
were Mrs. Ernest Jenkins, Mrs. J.
so we THE LADIES
together
away
get
can
received
The
us
of
gifts
club
will
their
with
meet
open
Mrs.
they
while
picture
a
fer
peen
to
her
photograp
H. Patterson, Sr., Mrs. Bill Smith,
are looking forward to the trip.
at the luncheon last week. Front new left to right are Mrs. Bill Smith Ora olden on Sept. 28.
Mrs. Virgil Davis, Mrs. Hugh AdMrs. Hugh Adkins. Back row left to right: Mrs. Ernest Jenkins.
and
kins, Mrs. Henry Finch, Mrs. A. T.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Batts of Mrs. J. IL Patterson, Sr., and Mrs. A. T. Conley.
Conley, Mrs. Frank Gibbs, Mrs.
Illinois are here attending the bedLon Pickle, Mrs. Claude Williams,
of his mother, Mrs. Ruby Harside
The Pierce-Harris Club met last mother of the groom. Roy Clark,
Rob
Mrs. George Swiggart, Mrs.
who is a patient et Jones Hos- Wednesday in the home of Mr. Alfred Stepp; B. G. Hale, Jim
per,
Holman and Mrs. Claude Berry.
pital. Mrs. Harper is:reported to and Mrs. Joe Faulkner with 21 Freeman of Jackson, Tenn., Jerry
Mrs. Conley Mansfield joined last
be some improved.
members and nine visitors present. Alston, Murray, Ky., James Holyear, but of the original members
The president opened the meeting combe and Misses Bobbye Kelly,
Mrs. Swiggart has passed away;
Mr. and Mrs. E. It. Mount and with the reading of the club creed. Ann Powers, I,ouetta Wheeler,
Mrs. Berry has moved away and
Mr. and Mrs. Milton, Exum have
Ruby Giffin led the group in Joyce Mabry, Patsy Jo Fields and
Mrs. Holman was too ill to attend. returned from a variation trip to
Hostesses for the occasion were the New England states. Mr. and singing "The Little Brown Church the hostesses.
Complete Selections! Outstanding values! A combination that adds up to whopMrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr. and Mrs. Mrs. Mount stopped at New York in the Vale."
ping savings in our big Back-To-School Sale, now in progress! Here are only a
Norman Allison and his guest,
Rev. Dave Hilliard gave the deVirgil Patterson and it was indeed for a visit with their daughter,
Segundo,
El
of
both
few of our great values:
a wonderful luncheon that they Mrs. Hugh Mac McClelland and votional thought from Matthew Al Leonard
are visiting his patents. Mr.
served. Following the Meal a most family, while the Exams went on 4-18, and led in prayer. The club Calif
Mrs. Harry Allison on West
unusual birthday cake was wheel- to Boston to visit their son and members made plans for the fair and
Line.
ed in that was baked in the form daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. booth. After a delicious lunch, pro- State
Novelty weaves, prints, plaids, drip-dri cottons,
of an open book with the names Milton Owen Exum. Enroute home ject leaders gave their reports.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Weeks have
of the members written on the on their two-weeks', pip, the two Miss Cora Livingston discussed the
broadcloth. Sizes 1-3,3-6x, 7-14.
as their guests, their daughter,
pages. The cake was baked by Mrs. couples visited Mr. ifid Mrs. Paul dress revw. at the the fair, also had
$
Exciting new styles;
Mary Davis.
"Our Family Records."
Leslie Channel of Martin and she Hayes at Fairfield, Ohio.
group
the
led
D.
Allen
L.
Mrs.
fabrics!
r
fast-colo
must have spent many hours putMrs. Edna Abell and Mrs. Lein playing bingo. The club will
ting those unusual touches to it.
Miss Letha Exum returned home meet in September with Mr. and land Jewell spent Thursday in
Monday after spending two weeks
Bardwell visiting Mrs. Abell's
It looked like ole home week at with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Plott in Mrs. Charles Bushart.
daughter and family.
Drip-dry cotton: so smart, so practical! Sizes for
Saturday
last
the Country Club
Centralia,-Ill. She was accompaniwas
who
Sanford,
Jean
Miss
when a group of former Fulton- ed home by her aunt, Mrs. Plott,
Juniors, misses, half-sizes.
The Jack Benny Birthday Club
married to Ed Buckalew of Maians, their spouses and their off- for a visit.
dinner Friday
Styles!
pot-luck
a
New
enjoyed
was
the
inspira30
Ky.
Aug.
rion,
spring gathered around the pool
tion for a lovely luncheon at the evening at the home of Mrs. Leto $5.95
Values
for a welcome visit with homeMonday evening at 6:30 on the Park Terrace in Fulton Aug. 19. land Adams, honoring Mrs. Myrtle
folks and friends. It was some fun lawn of the Fulton Country Club,
birthday.
her
on
Hostesses for the occasion were Johnson
listening in on the conversation be- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wade AnMrs. Johnson was presented a
Mesdames Guy Hale. Jr., W. C.
tween Mary Davis and John Dick- drews, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Binof China. Games of bingo
and
Fulton
gift
of
McDade
Max
Hale,
en and Billy and Susanne Murphy ford and Mr. and Mrs. McDade
Glenn Bogle of Dexter, New Mex- were played and the cover-all
of
couple
a
neighbors
were
who
were hosts at a barbecue supper ico.
prize was won by Mrs. Cecil ArnDark cotton, styled in the continentyears ago when they all lived in given in honor of Miss Barbara
Miss Sanford wore a becoming old.
and
Susanne
Germany. Billy and
al manner of wash-n-wear cotton
Thornton of Union City and Jere green polished cotton sheath dress
Mrs. present were Mrs. Johnchildren are visiting here from Pigue, who will be wed Sunday. with black accessories. She was son, Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Lola Latprint fabrics.
Abilene, Texas where Billy is staThe couple was presented a gift presented a corsage of white car- ta, Mrs. Leon Hutchens, Mrs.
tioned with the Strategic Air Com- of outdoor cookery by the hosts.
$3.99
nations and a set of attractive Barney Speight, Mrs. Lon JamiSkirt or blouse
mand and Mary Davis (Weaks)
son, Mrs. Georgia Cravens, Mrs.
glassware.
here
are
one
little
and John and
$7.98
The Fulton Rotary Club had its
....
The long table, at which the J. D. Simpson, Mrs. Cecil Arnold,
Complete set
from Lexington where John is in annual family picnic at the Coun- guests were seated, was centered Mrs. Pete Green and Mrs. Edna
They
the automobile business.
try Club Wednesday evening at 7. with an arrangement of summer Abell.
were reminiscing about the ole There was no weekly luncheon- flowers.
days in Europe and from what we meeting Tuesday.
Girls' Triple Roll
Sale! 51 or 60 Gauge
The training meeting on Landcould learn they had some gay old
Bridal placecards marked the
is
,
Fulton
on
Wednesday
in
be
held
will
times. Also visiting
The South of the Border dance, places for the following—Miss scape
"Hogan" the amazing boxer that is scheduled for Sept. 3 at the Ful- Sanford; her mother, Mesdames Sept. 7, at the Homemakers Club
part of the Dicken family and the ton Country Club, has been post- Newlin Clark; L. W. Buckalew, Room in Hickman beginning at 10
things that dog does is a story in poned two weeks. The dance will
Itself.
reinforcedfo
ottonu ithpinevnItoyn or
. 1 White cotton
\
be held on Saturday, Sept. 17.
school
these
She'll need
Enjoying the conversation with
First quality, full fashioned nylons in new
i‘ wear. Triple roll tops. Sizes 8 1-2 to 11.
the Dickens and the Murphys was
for fall .. . honey, mist thrush, 'enshades
a
.1:e,
•
of
Miss Judy Boone
Fredricka Gibson.. White who is
dow, rhapsody and browntone. Self seams. ./
is
home for a very special event that sister of TV's famed T' ' rpOrle,
Sizes 8 1-2 to 11.
Mrs.
is being largely anticipated by all in Fulton visiting he:- runt,
I. W. Little and was c e of the
concerned.
judges at the Jaycee Talent Show
here Tuesday night.
- tells a good story
Harry Murphy
Miss Boone's other brother, Nick
on his little grandson, also Harry
For school--office----dates! Be.r^t
three-year-old Todd, is also well known and is
Th e
Murphy.
priced for a wonderful new season.
offan
for
rehearsing
youngster, who was born in Ger- currently
DeFlat heel pumps and oxfords in leamany tells his grandfather that he Broadway play entitled, "A
(small fry) is Harry Murphy of lightful Season."
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Your Best Back-To-School Buys Are At The National Store!

FL

Colorful, Washable School Dresses

1.99,$2.99, $3.99

Special Purchase! Woven Plaid Dresses

$4.66

2-PIECE Coordinate Dresses

(a

MORPUL ANKLETS
3 Prs. $1.00

NYLON HOSE
2 Prs. $1.00

THIS POWERFUL LANTERN

Smart Fall Casuals

ther, suedine, fabrilite. Sizes 4-10.

$1.99 and $2.99

ATTENTION BOWLERS
Boy's sanforised 10-oz.

A Representative Will Be Al The

JET LANES

WITH YOUR PURCHASE
OF A PAIR OF....
4er

Thursday Afternoon, Sept. 1st
Measuring for

NEW BOWLING BALLS
If you are interested in obtaining your own ball
contact this representative so you can
be properly fitted.

Western style; zipper fly, tapered
legs, riveted at strain points; Sizes
6-16.

REd

Pe'

After 3:00 P. M. For The Purpose of
• Uses I 'evoke flosimime cells
• Sc.ptwat• twitch too owl. light
• Swival Imati thr•ws ht•co
reng• p•w•rhol 1500 foot

bow.
• Nod Iletelog lieht cto twhipleve

46.
COW. 154

TODAY—

WY ON A PAN"

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP
Fulton
212 Main St.

DENIM DUNGAREES
Special! $1.59 Pr.
or 2 pairs for $3

GIRLS' PANTIES -.-.. 2k
Rayon or Cotton Good quality knit with doeHe crotch Lisette waist and leg bands. Sizes
2 to 14.

WOMEN'S ACETATE

Tricot Panties 49c
Sizes 5-6-7 2-bar acetate tricot knit in white
and aasorted colors. Machine or hand
washable. Plain or fancy style briefs,

I)utio matstores
MEM AUK.MIN .10111W-1111.ii MIN

Lake Street

MINIAININL

Fulton. Sy.

K
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Star had
the City
m.

lethodists,
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I oid-fashlast Wedy Park at

'otin Laida
!oing-away
rning worrst Baptist
The dint..
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Hester - Hobbs Vows Exchanged
In Fancy Farm On August 13

HOSPITAL NEWS

the Water Valley Baptist Church.
Her husband, Mike Pitman,
died three years ago.
She leaves besides her brother
here, two other brothers, Jessie
Wooten of Water Valley and Jonah
Wooten of Paducah; a sister, Mrs.
Claudie Jobe of Water Valley and
several nieces and nephews.
Services were held Monday afternoon at 2:30 at the Water Valley Baptist Church. The Rev.
Houston Southard of Wingo and
the Rev. Otis Schultz of Water
Valley officiated. Burial, under
direction of Hornbeak Funeral
Home, was in the church cemetery.
Pallbearers were Reginald Wooten, Boyd Hopkins, Bill Holland,
Wayne Wooten, Albert Wooten and
Edward Wooten.
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Services were held last Wednes- W. Prather. With the exception of
NEW HOME PICTURED
day for Mrs. Florence Pugh, for- a 12-year period in Jackson, Tenn.,
Souththe
at
patiCity,
In
were
Sunday's Commercial Appea
Union
people
merly of
The following
Mrs. Puckett spent her life in the
was a picture of the newly purchside Baptist church of Martin and Woodland Mills community.
ents in the local hospitals Wednesased home of Dr. Lee William:
burial was in East View cemetery
Mary Ann Hester and Jerry M. nylon lace over taffeta dress with day morning:
She attended echo:' there and professor of Journalism at Mem
of Union City.
Hobbs were married at 10 a. m. a scoopel neckline and a full skirt. FULTON HOSPITAL—
Ky.,
Fulton,
fro
was graduated
phis State. Mr. Williams is a for
Mrs. Lee Ella Shuck, Fulton;
August 13 at St. Jerome's Catholic She carried a white prayerbook
Mrs. Pugh died in Martin last
high school, and from Bethel Col- mer Fulton newspaper publisher.
('hurch in Fancy Farm, the Rev. covered with a large glamellia and Mrs. J. C. Smith, Fulton, Route 2;
Tuesday morning at the home of
lege in McKenzie. She was a memRichard T. Danhauer officiating at white carnations. She wore a sin- Miss Lawanna Myers, Crutchfield;
a daughter, Mrs. Burnett Thompber of the Woodland Mills Baptist "Sell It!" — Use Classified Ads!
gle strand crystal necklace and a Mrs. James Worley, Fulton, Route
son. after a long illness. She was
the double-ring ceremony.
Church and the Union City Order
2;
Clinton,
Harold
Shadwick,
length
shoulder
tulle
nylon
veil
81.
the
is
of
daughter
The bride
of the Eastern Star.
Elmer Kimbell, PittsMrs. Pugh moved to Martin from
Mrs. Mary Dita Hester, Fancy with a crown of sequins and Route 4;
Dick
burg,
Pa.;
Mrs.
Grissom,
a
was
She
1948.
pearls.
Mrs. Puckett had taught the first
Union City in
Farm. Mr. Hobbs is the son of Mr.
Southside Baptist grade at Woodland Mills the past
The maid of honor, Susan Neel Fulton, Route 5; Manuel Puckett,
member of
and Mrs. William J. Hobbs, Water
of Paducah, a cousin of the bride, Mayfield; I. R. Jeffress, Crutch12 years. She and her husband
church.
Valley.
wore a baby blue street length field; Ernest Karr, Clinton; Sid
She leaves two sons, Windell were married May 12, 1929.
Judith WWett sang "The Lord's
dress of polished cotton satin, fea- Hamby, Hicicman; Dave Elrod, WaPugh of Chicago, and Charlie
She leaves her husband and
Prayer" before Holy Mass, "Ave
turing a sabrina neckline, a full ter Valley; Cora Farmer, Water
Pugh of Fulton; three other dau- mother; two sisters, Mrs. Earl BobMaria" during Holy Mau and "On
Fulton,
Madding,
Marvin
and
Valley;
Marcus
Jessie
skirt
and
bow-type
a
belt.
ghters, Mrs.
bitt of Fort Myers, Fla., and Mrs.
This Day 0 Beautiful Mother" afThe bridesmaids, Suzanne Vogel, Route 4; Miss Juanita Roberson,
Mrs. Jewell Read, both of Chicago, Raymond Newsom of Jackson,
ter Holy Mass as the bride left sang and
of
Patricia Cash, and the Crutchfiedl; Mrs. Leonard Duke,
and Mrs. Burnett Thompson
Tenn.; two brothers, Jake Prather
her bouquet at the Blessed Mother
flower girl, Jean Ann Cash, cous- Water Valley; Miss Rena Finch,
Martin; two brothers, Bob Burkett of Woodland Mill, and Ted Prathaltar.
d"14141
.
Fulton; John Duty, Hickman; D.
and Richard Burkett er of Union City; a half-sister, law dews parniseretr
City
the
ins
like
bride,
dressed
the
of
Union
of
Mrs. Ethel Hayden accompanied maid
Easy -limn 11.°166
and
Mrs.
H. Hawks, Wingo; John Baucorri,
sisters,
three
county;
all
of
wore
blue
Obion
They
honor.
of
Robert Samuel (Bob) Pillow, 91,
Mrs. Tom Flack of Woodland
Judith Willet on the organ. She nylon tulle
headpieces and carried Fulton; Shelton Hart, Mrs. Mike Wingo, Route 1, died at 12:15 a. m. Callie Ridgeway of Chicago, Mrs. Mills. and a half-brother, George
BENNETT ELECTRIC
also accompanied St Jerome's pink asters. They wore
13.
Fry,
R.
Allen,
Lewis
Burke,
all
Mrs.
and
Chicago
tiny pearl
ruesday at Haws Memorial follow- Burt Davis of
Prather of Midway community.
music
girls' choir inproviding
12
of
FulFulton;
Owensby.
Lavern
necklaces, gifts of the bride.
ing a long illness. He was a mem- Grace Hudson of Union City;
throughout the nuptial High Mass.
Acolytes were Michael Suther- ton, Route 5; Albert Nall, Clinton; ber of a pioneer Hickman county grandchildren and 13 greatgrandThe bride, given in marriage by
land, Michael Hobbs, Leopard Mrs Cordelia Royer, Hickman; family and was a well known children.
her uncle, C. J. Cash of Birming- Pendal, and Robert Willett.
Mrs. Edna Fowlkes, Union City, farmer of this area for many
ham. Ala., wore a ballerina length
Best man was William Clarence Route 4; Porter Elliott, Fulton, years.
Route 1; Mrs. Raymond Eakes,
Ballard.
Funeral services were held at
Ushers were Luther Weaver Jr., Hickman; Parker McClure and
Mrs. Helen Louise Prather Puckp. m. Wednesday at the Jackson
2
cousin of the groom. and James John Gambill, both of Fulton.
Chapel Methodist Church. Rev. H. ett, longtime teacher at Woodland
Albert Cash Jr., cousin of the
M. Suthard and Rev. Thomas Mills and wife of Walter Puckett,
bride. Groomsmen were Donald JONES HOSPITAL—
WALKER DELUXE
officiated with burial died last Tuesday in the Obion
Smithmier
Dave Smith, Fulton; Raymond
Kilcoyne and Charles Cissell.
Not four, not five, not
County General Hospital. She was
Cemetery.
Clark
in
A reception was held in the base- Coltharp, Water Valley; David
seven, but 8 YEARS
one son, 54.
Survivors include
ment of the school immediately af- Lassiter, Dukedom; Buster Teague,
Mrs. Puckett worked at the
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Pillow, Wingo, Route 1,
Claudie
R.
D.
Patrick,
Mrs. Roy Brown,
ter the ceremony. Assisting in the
Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8
13 great grand- school until shortly before noon
grandchildren,
11
serving were Bernardine Roberts, all of Fulton; Ladene Rushing,
Proof.
great great Tuesday, preparing for its opening
two
and
children
Rosemary Neel, Theresa Cash, Water Valley; Miss Flora Oliver, grandchildren.
next week. She went home where
Mrs Roy Vogelsang, Mrs. Albert Mrs. Bobby Bowles and baby, Mrs.
she suffered a stroke about noon.
Cash, Mrs. Bill Neel, Mrs. Justin Ruby Harper and Mrs. Thomas
Services were held at 2:30 ThursVowell and baby, all of Fulton.
Cash. and Mrs. Charles Cash.
day afternoon in White-Ranson
Judith Willett was in charge of
Fifth
$5.40
Word has been received here of Funeral Home, The Rev. Elven D.
IULLYIKW HOSPITAL—
the bride's book.
Charles Clark Hensley, pastor of the Woodland
George
of
death
the
Pint
Raymond Faulkner, Fulton; Mrs
$3.40
For traveling the bride chose a
on Saturday. Aug. 27. He was the Mills Baptist Church, officiated.
black eyelet embroidered sheath Cazz Greenup, Greenfield; Mrs.
and Mrs. Burial was in City Cemetery in
Mr.
of
son
Pint
15-year-old
A
2
$1.70
with matching accessories and the Rosco Hutchens, Fulton; Mrs.
Henry Clark of Chicago and Hickman.
Hampton
Lilliard,
Water
Valley;
white glamellia from her prayerand
Mrs. Puckett was born in WoodMrs. Donnie McKnight, Fulton; grandson of the late Eddie
Sena, Ins.
book.
Hiram Waiter
of Beelerton. land Mills. daughter of Mrs. MetClrak
Wright
Lottie
Mrs.
Thomas Brooks Mayfield;
UAW.
OPT.N WEEKDAYS —1:41
Peoria,
Following the wedding trip the
com- tle Mewhinney Prather of WoodJudy Lyon, Fulton; Mrs. Ruth He has many relatives in this
land Mills, and the late Dr. John
Sal di Sun. 1 P. M. MI 11 P. M. couple will reside at Carr and Bayana,
Detroit; Mrs. Roy Speed, munity.
Commercial Sts. in Fulton.
Funeral services were held Tues"AIR CONDITIONW
The bride is a 1960 garduate of Union City; Aubrey Burns, Cayce;
day afternoon, Aug. 30, in Chicago,
St. Jerome High School in Fancy Sandra Bradley, Fulton, Mrs. Riley
with the Friedriches Funeral Home
Tate,
Fulton;
Mrs.
Martha
Harris,
Farm. The groom is a 1959 graduarrangements.
Dukedom; and Linzle Crumble, En charge of
ate of the school.
colored. Fulton.
STEM IN TRAINING
Naval Reserve Aviation Patrol KILLED IN rawcroa MISHAP
FRIDAY a SATURDAY
Funeral services for Clarence C.
A 00-year-old retired farmer
Squadron 792, composed of "citiHall, 72, South Fulton resident
was
killed
when
a
Monday
tractor
Double Fsaturs!
zen-sailor" reservists from eight
who died at 11:30 Thursday mornstates, August 29 departed the he was driving toppled into a 18- ing following a long illness, were
•
rwas4earit
Air
Reserve foot ditch, pinning him beneath
Memphis Naval
held Friday afternoon at 2:30 at
INMAN COLOR
Training Unit for two weeks of the vehicle The vie-tim was John the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
annual training duty aboard the B. Richardson, a Graves Countian Brother Hulon Allen officiating.
OFFERS
Whidbey Island Naval Air Station who had resided in Lone Oak for Burial was in Greenlee cemetery.
at Oak
Harbor, Washington. 30 years.
Obion,
in
1888
He was born June
Among the reservists is Aviation
Tenn., the son of the late Cage and
Machinist Mate 2nd Class William
Jennie Corum -Hale. He was a reG Stem of 70 Vancil Street, South
& 1Jeau MIMS
tired farmer and had lived in this
Fulton.
community all of his life. He was
&Mt.,
a World War I veteran.
SOUTH—
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Jimmie Dedmon, Mrs.
31
August
(Continued front Page 1)
Sept. 1: Daisy Graham Hale; two daughRoy
Fields;
Davis.
Virgil
Stewart and Patsy Babbs, historMrs E H Knighton, Jamie Wade, ters. Miss Monett Hale and Mrs.
ians.
Betty Ann Hoffman, W. E. Mis- Glenn Brooks of South Fulton; a
mothers
room
.The sialior class
Jr., Patsy Crocker, Cynthia brother, Ace Hale, Fulton, Route
chke,
are Mrs. Hickman, Mrs. Cleo
Joan McClanahan; Sept. 2, 2; a sister, Mrs. Isabell Rhodes,
Homra,
Peeples, Mrs. Raymond Campbell,
Bondurant, Linda Louisville.
!della
Mary
Mrs. Stewart, Mrs. Isbell, Mrs. Ben
He was a member of Mt. Zion
Thorpe; Sept. 3. Virene Beard,
Davis. Mrs. Stanley Stenziett and
Mrs. Ben Norman: Sept. 4: Mrs. Methodist Church in Obion CounSunday nun TIMMS,
Mrs. Milton Counce.
Leland Jewell, Peggy Reams, Peg- ty, Tenn.
The junior officers are: presiActive pallbearers were Bobby
Continuous Showtne On
gy Counce, Ann Samples, Cathy
dent, Leon Faulkner; vice-presiMonday Labor Day!
Dr. L. A. Perry, Jane Matthews, Graden Clark, Ernest
Hyland,
dent. Linda Rogers; secretaryShelby; Sept. 5: Mrs. R. H. Pitch- Jenkins, Bill Brooks, Dick Roberts
and window
The "WHY" is because we feel the people of this area need a superior storm door
treasurer, Janie Taylor; reporter,
ford, Karen Rice, Michael Paul Joe McGaugh.
Jenny Lou Hardy; and historian,
Butts, Pearl Rushton. Karen Rice;
construction. That's WHY!
Kellie Reams.
that they feel is within their budget, while also being of superior
Sept. 6. Billie Stephenson, 011ie
elected
was
Mikie Faulkner
Miller, Jean Miller, Jimmy Dee
president of the sophomore class. Stanfield, Allen McKendree; Sept.
you that IF they are ever
Other officers are: Lee Cantrell, 7: Ann Read Holland, Betty Lou
We make our own, sell our own, install our own . . . and remind
vice-president; Marty Warren. secDavis, Betty Boyd Bennett, Mrs.
retary; Judy Maynard, reporter; Laura Hagler, Dolores Watkins,
wait! That takes care of the
broken you can have them repaired in a matter of minutes while you
Jerry Mac
Janet Harris and
Billy Sensing; Sept. 8: Mary BarWeeks. historians.
ham. Mary Ann Hill, Mrs. Edgar
"HOW" of it, too!
The sophomores have two new Grisosm. Mrs. E. McKinnan, Susan
sponsors. They are Mrs. Lila Baker Lynn Allison, Mrs. Henry Walker,
and Avery Hancock.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom; Sept. 9:
Home Improvement Company is also the
I would like to remind all of you good folks that the
Clay burn Peeples is president of
Davis Dicken, Mrs. Charles
Mary
the freshman class. The other of- Reams, William "Dubb" Johnson,
SIDING; all types of roofing, as well as siding to
agent for that fabulous ALSIDE ALUMINUM
ficers are: Patricia Lowe, vice- Lena McReen, Louise Houston,
secrepresident; Bonnie Weeks,
Mrs. Will Goesum, Mary Davis
is in need of a repair job OUTSIDE, go
Hardy, treasurer; Weaks.
meet any budget limitation. So remember, if your home
tary; Anna
Charlotte Clark, reporter; Steve
ON
Schwerdt, sergeant-at-arms; and
INSIDE and call—
historian, Connie Hastings and
Hugh Mac Sloan, historians.
The eighth grade officers are:
president, Brent Burrow; vicepresident, Vava Finch; secretary,
First Industrial Plan
Karen Frields: treasurer, Danny
107 South 4th St.
Phone CHapel 7-1372 collect, night or day
Mrs. Lizzie Pitman, 82. of Water
Thorpe; reporter, Lynn Jetton; and Valley died Saturday afternoon at
Paducah
historian, Brenda Bennett.
3 at the home of her brother, J. N.
Officers of the seventh grade Wooten in Fulton, after an illness
are: Jack Simpson. president; Bob- of three weeks.
by Wright, vice-president; Donnie
Mrs. Pitman was a native of
Parr, treasurer: and Rita Hurd, Graves County and a member of
Ises e kola!nig • i MiesIS Piero
isms so wow*
secretary and reporter.
OR
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HOME IMPROVEMENT CO.
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Legend Of The Lost

*THAT'S RIGHT,
NO BITE!"

John Wayne, Sophia Lauren
—PLUS--

Gunfight At Dodge City
Joel McCrea, Julie Adams

The Hunters
Robert letokum,—
Robert Wagner
—PLUS—

austa..avip MASH

one
Yellowst
American Whiskey
The Greatest

Ky.

Bourbon

se a HO

DOYLE HUTCHINSON, South 12th St. Mayfield, Ky.

ARE YOU JUST
A DREAMER
OR
A Sprawl On
Enjoy
Do You Really
Lawn?
The

Just Plain Lazy
???? — !!!
.A\I

WELL, LAWN

erre,souise-rritioed

The Girl Can't Help It
Jayne Mansfield, Tom Ewell
—PLUS—

The Bravados
Gregory Peek, Joan (Wins

SPRAWLING DAYS

AND WINTER IS COMING
ARE ALMOST OVER
factory

SATURDAY, Sept.!

% Pint
$1.55

Ergituelig Straight

HOW!!!

FURNITURE
So why don't you take a drive over to LOWE
new line of
their
over
MEG. CO. IN LOWFS, KY. and Look
and
ACCESSORIES
CARPETING, FURNITURE, and HOME
ALL at absolutely FANTASTIC LOW PRICES.
room in a
Carpet your home for as little as $19.95 for a 9x12
Full Range of Colors.

prices. We manufacture
In fact,. you can buy all at
you at factory price.
to
direct
sell
and
Living Room Furniture
hundreds of patand
styles
several
from
Select your furniture
Regular 2Sectionals,
Beds,
Sofa
-Beds,
Hide-A
terns—We make
Platform
Divans,
Style
Traditional
Seats,
piece Suites, Love
e do CusFurniture.—W
American
Early
and
Chairs,
Rockers,
furniture and uptom Upholstery and Antique Furniture—All
holstery guaranteed to your satisfaction.
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Legion Auxiliary Seeks To Help
Solve Problems Of America's Youth
Efforts to help with the problems of young people will occupy
attention from the American Legion Auxiliary during the coming
year, according to Mrs. Joe Holland, newly appointed Child Welfare Chairman of Marshall Alexander Unit here.
Welfare of children of veterans
always has been a major concern
of the American Legion Auxiliary,
and now with more than half of
all American children being children of war veterans, the Auxiliary is embarked on a bsoad program to meet the needs of today's
youth, explained Mrs. Holland.

Dewey Johnson

She said:
"The rapidly increasing number
of young people in the United
States creates increasing problems
In the field of child welfare. It is
estimated that this year's census
will show 66 million 1inericans
are under the age of 18. 'This is
one third of the population, and
of this number some 36 million
are children of veteran parentage.
"This vast increase in the number of children has come at a time
when Americans ar on the move.
An amazing number of families
move every year, pulling up roots
and giving their children the problem of adjusting to new environment. Juvenile delinquency continues to increase despite all efforts made to correct this condition.

All types of Insurance

"We of the American Legion
Auxiliary feel that solving the
SAVE ! GET our
complicated problems of today's
children and young people would
DEAL
PACKAGE
be a great service to our communities and to the nation, and
"Covering everything"
we are working with The American Legion in a joint program to
422 Lake St.
contribute our strength and child
Moshe 4081 welfare experience toward this
Fulton. Ky.

For The Best Pickles

IPSPEAS
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

VINEGARS
Be SPEASIfIc...Always Ask Er SPEASI

CAYCE NEWS

100 Years Ago This Week

Mrs. Clarice Bondurant
aminiminmese.
As Dlotorlsol review of 1111K CIVIL WAIL DAY-SY-DAY
(lLttortal I. trOM IP•1111011114110 01 Ilasellly oho boadOrml rein wiroi ors/toot
(Last Week)
wordlist Iron reformats la the Library el Comoros.. Woallingtoa. Soportlag
Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
pal
Hot I. he foie la
I. the import woo soutaltr very oso-oldodl
Preserve • poltsoal Maass, . .. ID).
and Ken have returned to their
home in Memphis, Term. after a
DV WILLIAM
MollENRY
week's visit with Mrs. Daisie BonIt is possible that the Civil War cal postmasters had set up a sysdurant and Clarice.
had the tem of censorship of the mails.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Oliver and maid have been averted
13arbefra of Akron, Ohio spent Nation been able to recognise the They had been forced into this by
investment in local politicians who had decreed
several days last week with his great financial
suffer- that any "abolition" material was
aunt, Mrs. Edna Alexander, and slaves in the South. Untold
averted, "Incendiary and seditious." This
sister, Mrs. Chester Wade and feting would have been
been censorship, feebly opposed publicMr. Wade and family. They are and Mae,lives would have
ly but privately hated by the masaved.
Ethel
Mrs.
mother,
his
visting
now
A book which pointed out the jority of learned citizens, preventOliver and family in Memphis,
bad points of slavery was so hat- ed any but friendly newspapers
Tenn.
Mrs. E. W. Bethel of Fulton, KY. ed in the South that few South- being delivered in many sections
spent last week with her mother erners ever head it. To do so was of the South.
Mrs. Bessie Allen and her son, illegal. This was Helper's book, ..Slavery had been outlawed in
"The Impending Crisis of the Great Britain and all her passelDanny.
pions. Emancipation had been
Mr. Ralph Wade of St. Louis, South in 1857."
Mo. spent the weekend with his ..Clearly Helper did not love a- working for a few years. and on
daughter, Mrs. Robert Lowery and bolition or slavery. He simply July 20, the NEW YORK TIKES
pointed out to the Southern the published a report which claimed
Mr. Lowery and daughter.
Mrs. J. W. Ammons and Scott effects of Negro slavery on the that the planters of the British
visited her brother, Mr. James white man. It la doubtful that the Caribbean Islands had been able
Weir and family in Dermot, Ark. book was even radical to the ideas to produce sugar, using free labor,
of the average white Southerner, at less costs than others using
last week.
but it attacked the institution slave labor. In 1800, said the
Dr. Ray Ammons who IS interwhere it was most sensitive . . . TIMES, the cost of raising sugar
hospital
in
Methodist
the
ing in
pocketbook of the rich planter, with slave labor had been 3 1/5
the
past
2
spent
the
Memphis, Tenn,
the rich planters controlled cents . a . pound in Louisiana. 3
and
weeks in Arcola, Miss. helping Dr.
cents in Cuba, and only 2 cents
politics in the South.
Frank Spau!ding, which has been
Helper's book merely expressed in Jamaica (free labor), 1 77/00
ill. His wife spent one week with
what many Southerners felt and cents in Trinidad, and 1 2/5 cents
him there and is now visiting Mr.
knew about slavery, but unfortun- in Barbados. (free labor).
and Mrs. Jim Ammons and her
The former slaves in the British
ately, these people were carried
son, Scott, for the next 2 weeks.
along with the times, so that, even Islands of the Caribbean were hirMrs. L. D. Overby will spend to them, there was no clear idea ed to work five days a
week, furseveral days with her daughter, in their minds as to what all the nished with a garden patch
which
Jessup,
Ga.
Cecil
Tyson
in
Mrs.
shouting was about. Sectional dif- they could work on Saturdays, and
Mr. Overby will visit his grand- ferences were increasing, and in had Sundays free. Under
the free
daughter and family in Newbern, this time of an uncertain national system, there were no
guards, no
Tenn.
government, there was much sec- investment of large sums in slaves,
and tional pride and little or no pride and the Negroes who did not work
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant
Clarice, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth In the nation.
were not paid. The workers receivOliver and Ken attended a Burned an average of 40c per day. UnThe New York Times published der the slave
ette reunion at Reelfoot Lake Frisystem, said the
by a correspondent what was sup- TIMES, it was
day. There were 41 present.
necessary to supposed to be a factual comps/bon port many
sick and aged slaves
Mr. and Mrs. Carl McMurray of the cost of producing sugar with
and rear the young. A slave had no
announce the birth of a daughter slave and with tree labor. Unforinducement to work except the
named Susan Elizabeth at their tunately, during the summer of
lash. The freed families spent
home in Spring Hill, La. He is the 1060, the New York Times was not
much time for themselves with
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Mc- welcome below the Mason-Dixon
the young working the garden
Murray.
Line.
patches.
Mrs. Daisie
Bondurant and
In most Southern states the loThe MISSOURI REPUBLICAN,
on July 23, 18841, said that the actual number of slaves in Missouri
Clarice were Sunday dinner guests was
over 105.000, with an estimatat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Eu- ed
value of fifty million dollars ..
gene Bondurant in honor of his
"The real value is not less ths n
mother's birthday, Mrs. Lou Bon- eighty
millions of dollars," said
Watches. Melo and Mae
durant. Other guests attending
the REPUBLICAN.
Mess elf All Wads Aeonwere: Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Wagwidely Repaired at Law Oust
The same paper gave the folgoner and Paula Jo and Mark of
b7—
Lone Oak, Ky. Mrs. Leona Jef- lowing reasons why the slaves
tress, Mrs. Mable Lawson and should z..t be freed: a) Free labor
Elwanda of Fulton and Miss Ca- in Missouri was being well paid
put if the slaves were freed, the
niele Bondurant
free labor must compete, and there
would not be enough work to go
around. b) People who had money
invested in slaves had a right to
be recompensed for their values.
The interest on the total value of
all slaves in the state, said the REPUBLICAN, would "amount to
over 94,800,000 a year."
Texas, during the summer of
1840, had a merles of fires that
were blamed on abolition activity.
This column, during the coming
rascintho, will list story atter story
from Texas. Such stories speak of
arson, well-poisoning, hanging and
murder. Town after town was
practically burned out, and even
some of the larger cities
suffered.
From the accounts it is impoasible
to get a clear picture ... the times
were disturbed; and to the local
people, the actual outbreak of the
Civil War was a relief, for then
they knew, at least, what they
were fighting.
UK LIBRARY DIRECTOR

-SERVICE
REPAIR

electrically. Clothes dry white and bright in heat

Dr. Lawrengr S. Thompson, direct% of University of Kentucky
Lib rice, made the above observation in a...survey of early dime
novels whistle appears in the current issue of "Humaniora." printed in Germany.

"clean as electric light"—they look better and last

longer. You dry them as clean as you wash them,
safely, automatically. A fast, modern electric dryer

Antennas Installed

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307
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Use(

of course

beer
belongs
with
delicious
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POLLO al OPORTO
Many Old World dishes today are heightening New World
dinner tables. For example. Polio al Oporto is chicken prepared with•delightfully different goodness. The whole chicken
Is browned in butter, then simmered in mushrooms,cinnamon,
bay leaf and other seasonings.
An adventure in good eating, too ...•glass of refreshing beer
served with a famous Old World dish, or with your favorite
hot dish. Yes, beer belongs with good foods. It has always been
a delightful part of American living!

Tea) beItstits...rietilt
FOUNDATION

KENTUCKY DIVISION U. S.

1523 Neybens Seeding, LOUISAN* 2, realecky

Tarp,

suss

washday work and weather worries. You're carefree!

Yen save dollars instead of
pennies with a flawless,
*67 fuseless Electrk Dryer

win,
reg.

$16.60
lbis quality. t) oa. Wear
resistant, teladoreed.

lberwhenvr Sware, bearings
valwrj
kollee- Mahe° Heavy

Aluminum Grain Scoop

p6.95
regularly $9.65
Far lighter than steeL
Saves up to 3 tons lifting
daily. Non-sparking.
(No. DA14G.

Motor Oil, 2 gals.

*2.14
regularly $2.85
no
Use year round
more seasonal changes.
Cuts sludge, lacquer.

Matched-Craft
Power Saw

These novelists "added almost
nothing to already recorded folk
tradition in these fields; but they
preserved it, sometimes in corcupt forms and always in massive
editions, for the late 19th and 20th
centuries," Dr. Thompson wrote.

lets you spend more time with your family. Saves

*29.95

'

regularly $44.95
Cuts IA° to 2%°. cuts 0°

Par an makes et keertaigd:I
A$rr .
SIMI ear Ilissrlag
am* at your fleet opeertuattr•

electricitY0
Electric dryers cost less to buy ... up to $50 less than

PO I/

11‘,\Isk

to 45°. Cuts 2 x 4 at 45°.
Eye shield. 115 voit,
AC/DC.

!bens 70

$1.90 gal.

des

prtoviI tto prev

taimw,dlizsimpigicAis

11111114kt

electric dryer.

S. P. MOORE CO.
Installed Free

Dale Breeden,

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

regularly $2.25

NOTICE: Car Owners!
BUY YOUR SEAT
COVERS at

Protects from freezing. Protects cooling system metals.
Won't boil away.
-

r

A

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 399
S. Fulton

Prop.
Fourth Street

(No. MAU

Unico Permanent Anti-Freeze

CITY DRUG CO.

aIN Lake Street
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Dime novelists were among the
most widely read agents who perpetuated the traditions of the
frontier hero and the tall tales he
and his companions told.

Yes, more and more modern families dry clothes

you need—nothing dries clothes faster than a modern

A satisfied customer Is our
best testimonial. That is
why we give you fast, efficient, technical service and
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-up to saving you
money!

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

dry clothes the
clean...carefree
ELECTRIC way

tiCia saves on upkeep, too. And you get all the speed

(13

Seven
took aw
in the
Show .n

Money On Repairs

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

Most dryer owners today...

flame-type dryers. Simple, safe, trouble-free opera.

Call U. To Says

j4ij7
U

201 Oentral Ave.

Phone 58

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERAIIVE SERVICE AhENCY

boa.

)Save
Repairs

nner la oar
1. That is
fast, efficinevice and
' repairs. It
invtng you

inatalled

ision
hone 307

Fulton County Youth Take Top
Honors At Purchase Diary Show
Several Fillton County youth
took away most of the top honors
-air Jersey Dairy
in the Purt:.
Show in ..lay:ield last Wednesday.
The grand champion frmale was
shown by Thomas H. Via, of Fulton, route 1, while George Ely
Burnette, of Fulton, exhibited the
grand champion bull.
Winners in the various classes
of the Jersey show follow:
Bull calves—George Ely- Burnette, Fulton.
Junior yearling bulls — C. N.
Bons, Fulton.
Burnette
Senior yearling bulls — George
Ely Burnette, Fulton
Grand champion bull — George

Bring us your
RADIO and TV Repair
RCA Color Television
Used TV Sets for Sale

Wood & Pruitt TV
Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Wood

300 Walnut Street
Phone 211

ITO

Ely Burnette.
Junior hey
s — Ward W.
Burnette, Fulton.
Senior heifer calves — Billy
Burnette, Fulton.
Cows, 2 and under 3 — Thomas
H. Viri, Fulton, route I.
Cows, 3 and under 4 — Linda
Collier, Fulton.
Cows, over 5 — Linda Collier,
Fulton.
Senior champion female —
Thomas H. Via, Fulton, route 1.
Grand champion f e m al e —
Thomas- H. Via, Fulton, route 1.
Get of sire — Burnette and Via.
Fulton.
Dairy here — C. N. Burnette
Sons.
Produce of dam — George Ely
Burnette and Tommy Via.
Best uddered cow in milk — G.
B. Scott.
Registered Production class —
Ward Burnette.
FINED MOM
.Charles Rushing of South Fulton was tried before a jury on a
DWI charge Friday morning. City
Judge H. H Perce presided. Rushing was fined $100 and court cost.
He was rarested on Aug. 19. He
was represented by Dee McNeil of
Hickman.

4ew World
aicken preole chicken
, cinnamon,

veiling bees
kur favorite
dways been

Residents May Obtain
Proof Of Age From
Census Bureau
Last year, 4,338 residents of
Kentucky turned to the U. S. Bureau of the Census for help in
proving they were born. These
persons were among an estimated
30 million United States residents
who are without proof of age or
birth. The historical records of the
Census Bureau provide the only
source of this information for most
of these 30 million people.
Proof of age or birth is needed
today to collect social security and
other retirement benefits. It is
needed to obtain passports. It is
needed to qualify for jobs carrying certain age or citizenship requirements. It is needed for some
forms of insurance.

South Fulton
Wins First Game
Bob Parchman scored on a 60yard run on the first play of the
game and again on an intercepted
pass in the third peffini to lead
South Fulton to a 13-?,football victory over Dresden there Friday
night.
Parchman grabbed an errant
Dresden pass in the third quarter
and went 26 yards to the end
zone.
Fullback Henry Ray scored
Dresden's only touchdown on a
four-yard plunge in the fouth
quarter.
It was the high school opener
for each team.

Summer Prices On
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NOW!
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Let us fill your bin now!

—Immediate Delivery
All sizes on hand
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Farm News, Meetings, Events
(Ids note: the !fallowing information, supplied THE NEWS
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
agencies will be of special interest to Progressive Jaraiers in the
hen-Tenn area):

Expansion Announced
By Martin Factory
In its May 13 issue, the Martin
Press carried a story that Jack
Vincent had leased a piece of property to the Martin Manufacturing
Company. In his statement, Mayor
Vincent said that he had leased the
approximately 10,000 feet of floor
space to Martin Manufacturing
Company of a ten-year period.
The properly is located at the
corner of Broadway and Frederick
streets, just south of the buildings
now occupied by Martin Mfg.
Company.
This week, Dave Wechsler, manager of Martin Manufacturing
Company, issued the following
statement concerning the leased
property:
"Martin Manufacturing Company has acquired a long-term
lease on 10,000 feet to the south
from the Jack Vincent family for
an expansion program. The added
building space will be used for
warehousing, storage, and will enable us to increase productivity in
the principal building.
"The company is also going to
spend a large sum of money for
improvements in the principal
building as well as in the building
we have leased.
"There is a large backlog of
work ahead of the firm and additional help will continue.

Steamer Avalon
To Be At Hickman
The Labor Day. Monday, Sept
schedule of the Steamer Avalo
brings this four-deck, 1370 passen
ger excursion boat to Hickmai
Ky. waters.
There will be afternoon and e
ning cruises sponsored by tt
Southwestern Kentucky Shrir
Club.
The Rhythm Masters orchestr
aboard the Avalon will play fo,
dancing on both afternoon an,
evening rides.
The Avalon is the only larg.
traveling excursion boat going tur
and down the western inland W8
terways.

ing qualities.
By Tom McCutchen
Application for% wheat loan
County Agent. ()Won County
OBION COUNTY AGRICULTUR- should be made at the county ASC
office, 1221 South First St. Union
AL COMMENTS AND EVENTS
City, Tenn.
Cotton still fruiting good. Boll
weevils found at one location in
South West part of county. Red WARNS AGAINST LOSS OF TOSpider continued to cause scatter- BACCO REVENUE
"Our tobacco of the Dark Fired,
ed damage in many parts of the
One Sucker and Green river Types
county.
Soybean crop looking especially has lost favor and has been comgood. Clark and Dorman are pod- pletely eliminated from use by
ding well and a higher yield is many foreign manufacturers. "This
expected this year, especially for sobering statement was recently
Clark. Hood, Ogden and Lee var- made by Mr. Ben C. Martin, presiTRUCK TO BE HERE
ieties are blooming. Scattered Soy- dent of the Hodge Tobacco Company,
Owensboro,
The
Kentucky.
top
truck from the Salvatio!
..ematode
damage obbean Cyst
buyers of dark fired and air cured
Army Men's Social will be in Fulserved in parts of the county.
tobacco.
ton Sept. 17. For pickup servic(
Corn really showing response of
call the Chamber of Commerce a'
Commenting
about
the
declining
perduring
dry
adequate fertilzer
43.
iod, especially nitrogen. Test plots markets for tobacco produced in
this
area,
Mr.
Martin
pointed
out
throughout the county showing excellent response. Several acres of that American tobacco was in
LADIES AND GIRLS
corn should be mature in two danger of losing its position as the
top quality leaf in the world marweeks.
Good yields of Alfalfa and Les- ket. Particularly objectionable to
pedza hay reported. Several acres foreign customers is the large
of alfalfa will be seeded this fall. amount of long, wild, inferior leaf
Several acres of pasture have produced in the last few years.
(For Second Pair) — When
Mr. Martin went on to say that
been sown, with many acres to be
You Buy First Pair At Regular
sown following the rains.
growers must bear a large part of
L-O-W Price Of Only $2.38
Obion County Beef Producers the blame for this worsening situa• Straws, Cloth, etc!
are expected to consign some 450 tion. "We are strongly convinced
• Broken sizes, 4-91/2
head of feeder calves to the North- that quality should be stressed by
• Take your choke; big stock!
west Tennessee Feeder Calf Sale our farmers far more that pounds
BOYD ENTRY WINS
• Bring a friend, share the
to be held in Newbrn on October per acre during he next three to
An entry by E. L. Boyd of Wasavings!
12.
five years. The fact that medium
ter Valley, Ky., was judged the
WHEAT CROP
size ripe tobacco free of houseburn
What of the 1960 crop to be of- and well handled is still in demand champion male in the heavy horse
fered as security for a farm-stor- should be known by farmers and class at the 80th Anna, Ill., Fair,
age price support loan must have dealers by this time. We firmly which concluded a record fivebeen stored in a satisfactory gran- believe increased quality rather day Friday.
ary at least 30 days beforg.it is in- than a few extra pounds per acre
spected for measurement,Ihmpling will net our farmers more satis- "Sell It!" — Use Classified Ads!
and sealing, Chairman C. C. Vau- faction and more actual dollars
•
ghn of the Obion County Agricul- over the next three to five year
tural Stabilizaton and Conserva- period."
tion Committee said today in a
harvest time reminder to wheat
NEW STATE PARK
growers.
Other principal" farm-storage
A 16-acre tract in Boone County
wheat loan requirements were
will be developed as Big Bor._ Lick
listed by Mr. Vaughn as follows:
State Park. The land, paid for by
1. Ownership of the wheat must
money raised through a public
seekwho
is
producer
rest in the
fund drive, has been deeded to
forand
a
ing the loan or in him
the State by the Big Bone Lick
mer producer whom he succeeded
Historical
Assn. Henry Ward,
before the wheat was harvested.
chairman of the Kentucky Park
2. Wheat must grade No. 3 or
Board, said a picnic shelter and
better, or grade No. 4 or No. 5 on
Ifill1CIY IWO FESTIVAL
picnic area with driveways will be
only,
or
weight
of
test
the factor
built
immediately.
probe classed as mixed wheat
vided the mixture is a natural product of the field.
WINS TOP HONORS
3. Wheat grading "tough,"
a-misrmOIEIS
Taking the top honors in the
"weevily," "ergoty," or "treated"
CIRCTJS
is ineligble for a farm - storage Junior Show at the 32nd Yorkville Jersey cattle show Friday at
loan.
The basic price support rate for Yorkville, Tenn., was Dickie Colfarm-stored wheat in Obion Coun- lier, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hillman
ty is $1.87 per bushel for No. 1 Collier of South Fulton. His threewheat. Discounts range from 1 year - old cow took the senior
ALL-STAR
cent a bushel for No. 2 to 15 cents champion honors in the show and
JAPANESE SPECTACULAR
a bushel for garlicky. In addition then came back to take the grand
there is a discount of 20 cents a champion honors.
* WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP
bushel for 37 specificed varieties
which are classed as undesirable
LOCAL ENTRY WINS
because of inferior milling or bakEntries by E. L. Boyd of Water
Valley, Ky., were judged the
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
champion jack and champion jennett in the Mules Class at the 80th
Anna, Ill. Fair, which concluded a
•
record five-day run Friday.

Summer Flats
5c Pair

1960 - 7a
KENTUCKY
STATE FAIR
2;

LIBERACE

•

* _Agriculture Exhibits *

26 erv..I. quart mattelas MI mimes 100 areal Serer
JENKINS SPIRITS CORPORATION. LTD.—MANCHIESTRII. MR.
Available at better dealer* eyerrivtieril

8 Oz. Size 85c
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oa. Water
lamed. *Mir

1

CITY COAL CO.
PHONE 51

1 W. Size $3.00

mem! glom *

ALL GIRL AUTO THRILL SHOW

411
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than steel.
tons lifting
icing.
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'2111U'is the pavement that is not flexible

Yes, the rumors are true that John
Deere will soon be announcing a new
line of tractors. We'll be previewing them
at "Deere •Day in Dallas" August 30.
What's more, we've been told that these:
new tractors represent an amazing leap
forward in power farming an advance
so progressive that it sets an all-new
high in tractor performance, ease of
handling, and operator comfort. Watch
for our announcement date when wereturn from Dallas. We are looking for-,
showing you firsthand W
going to mean to
n, lowerjahor

minimum thickness!
....gives maximum strength with
•
Interstate System highways like
Kentucky's Route65 pictured here
call for a pavement that is solid
and unyielding.
Kentucky's highway department
chose concrete for this important
stretch ofInterstate System highway.
Necessity for multiple strata construction of 2 to 3 times greater total
depth was avoided.
Strength with minimum bulk is possible, of course, because concrete isn't
flexible. It supporta traffic loads like
a beam. Pressures on the subgrade
stay permanently within safe limits.

Burnette Tractor Company
207 E. 4th Street

Fulton

MANI CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Phone 189 I

Comasavreallla SW.Lealevill• 1, Ky.
•A national organization to improve
and extend the uses of concrete

And concrete's design efficiency assures law maintenance costs in years
ahead. In fact, maintenance costs will
be as much as 75% lower than for asphalt. Only concrete enables engineers to design highways to last 50
years and more.
You can see why engineers and taxpayers agree that concrete is the
preferred pavement for heavy-duty
highways—especially on the new
Interstate System.
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham
wish to thank all their friends who
expressed their sympathy in so
many ways on the death of her
made
KEYS
ALL KINDS OF
father, C. D. Whitlock. Also, for
while you wait. Forrester's cards and gifts to her mother, who
Shoe Shoo, 204 Main.
is still a patient in the Weakley
County Hospital. May God bless
CANYOU USE MORE PAY? you all.
A B. B. I. Graduate can earn
enough in 2% months to pay for
CARD OF THANKS
our most expensive secretarial
We would like to thank all our
powearning
course. What is your
friends for their many acts of
er now? Inquire or visit TODAY kindness following the death of
for free information. ENROLL any our loved one, Mrs. Liller Johnson
day, Mon. thru Fri. BRUCE BUSI- of Alton, Ill. May God bless you
NESS INSTITUTE, 308 Poplar St., all.
Tel. 6415, Martin, Tenn. Veteran's
—The Johnson family.
training program also offered.
FOR SALE: House and one acre
Fos PIPELINE MILKERS and lot, five miles east of Fulton on
bulk tanks, see Southern States Fulton-Dukedom highway; known
Fulton Co-Operative, Central Ave- as the Lawrence Taylor place in
nue, South Fulton. Phone 399.
Kingston. Reasonable down payment and terms if desired. For inWHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED formation write: Mrs. Addle Taystanding
oak
white
buy
—We
lor, 1365 Pinegrove Court, Jacktimber, custom logs, custom sonville, 5, Florida.
stave and heading bolts. Contact us for prices and specifica- WANTED: A Good reliable man to
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel. supply customers in Fulton Coun5-2965 Martin, Tenn. C. A. ty with Rawleigh Products. See or
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 7- write Horace Ward 211 W. Clay
1812 Mayfited, Ky.
St. Clinton; or write Rawleigh's,
Dept. KY! 1071-127, Freeport,
FARM FOR SALE-54 acre hog
farm. Highly fertile, level. Modern NOW is the tins* to get your
Typewriter and Adding Macfarrowing house. Dairy barn, conhike Overhauled. See Cleo
crete block feed house. ComfortPeeples, Service Manager of
able small house. Rust-free presThe Harvey CakiweR Comsure water, gas furnace. Adjoining
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Outland available. Between Fulton
fitters, Phone 574.
and Martin. Mail, school bus, milk
routes. Ill health forces sale. Priced only $16,000.00. See or call J.
SAVE MONEY
W. Covington Route 2, Fulton, Ky.
Buy
Auto Insurance on
Phone 998-R-4.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Dl.

Our 3-PA? PLAN

FOR szrrt. Flom sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.

to%

DOWN. 31% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 itto wTH8
No Interest. No carrying
Chines.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you In a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

NEW 1960 Chevrolets: Two-doors
and four-doors, station wagons
and hardtops, are looking for a
home. Big stocks. Call or see Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Fourth
Street, Fulton. Phones 38, 60.

Wick Smith Agency
CALL

FOR THE
un Office
Furnitnre buy Shaw-Walker.
See James a. Butts at The
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment

— 160

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
1 HALLMARK

greeting

Cards

RYTEX 'Personalized'

-Easy Payments

FARM INSURANCE

I

Scoff's

Floral Shoppe

Phone 241-.1

Fulton

— Cropa. buildings,
vehicles. etc. — —

owner and operator.

Phone 5
SPINET PIANO
WANTED:
Responsible party to take
dVer low monthly payments on
a SPINET PIANO.
Can be seen locally.
WRITE
CREDIT MANAGER
P.0. Box 215
ShelbyvMe, Indiana

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

CLINTON YOUTH—

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
I TRANSFER CO.

Hiram Walker Quality
In A Rich,True
Bourbon

Also Available in 5Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75
Pints $2.05
Half Pints $1.50

1110 Presto •fratelit neurloas Wlillnkor 4 Tiers OW
111111.4111 WALKER & SONS. DK'. PIORIA.

Miss Ann Samples, last year's
grand awards winner was invited
back to the Mid-South Talent show
for another appearance. In Fulton Tuesday night was
Harlow McCall, representative of
the Mid-South talent show who
says that this area has the best
talent of any other section in the
Mid-South. Harold Henderson was
chairman of the talent show and
Gene Gardner, popular WFUL announcer was master of ceremonies.
Mrs. Nelson Tripp and Mrs. Shirley Hawks assisted the Jaycees in
Sponsoring the show.

Phone TU 55404

SEM

BEST

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 46 rpm
Mail orders—Special orders

and

420 Lake Street

' Fulton

When it

Real Estate m Fulton

OM

OM

MB

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

$1.99

Swift's
Premium
5 Lb. Ave.
•••

•

11•1•1

ONNI,

Swift's Premium

Boston Butt

BACON Tra Pak Lb.59c

PORK ROAST Lb. 49c
kci
yro at..ced
a3nuniFully Cooked

Swift's Premium

FRANKS Lb.Cello 49c
Pork
10 to 12 Lb. Ave.
SHOULDERS
Lb 39c

Fresh & Lean

GROUND BEEF 3 Lbs. $1.39

—see—

Nabisco

buy it at

Flbone 61

EXCHANGE

varm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans

GRAHAM
CRACKERS Lb. 35c

NOW ON SALE!

Furniture Company

—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times I

Church Street

Fulton

GRAHAM
CRACKERS Lb. 3k

WElTER
DICTION RY

Ammo
ALL WOMEN BOWLERS

BARS 1 Lb. 39c
Assfaval

There will be a meeting

Flavorkist

Sunday Afternoon At 2:30
for the purpose of forming a Women's City Bowling
Association. You are invited' attend at:

4th Street

Fulton

IRWINA 11617 8904
WA'4

CRACKERS,.1 Lb.29c

71Irium
roeagatiguma

Nancy King

ANTIES
3 Prs. s1.00

Gold Medal
Phone 89

AUCTION SALE
49 Head of Outstanding Holstein Dairy Cows
to be sold at public auction Saturday, September 3,
1960, beginning at 10:30 A. M. at the Harry Barry
farm located 2 miles southeast of Hickman, Ky., on
the Hickman and Union City Highway.

Several of these cows are now fresh. Most of
the remainder will be fresh soon. All except 3 are
young cows. All of these cows were born and raised
on the above farm. There has never been a reactor
for Bangs or TB in the herd and there will be a
health certificate on each cow sold. This is one of
the best Holstein herds in West Kentucky.

(4 Years Old)

one mile from South Fulton city limits. Large
lots.
CALL 2261,-nr 61.

Picnics

For Tht

Sale will be held at the TVA Station

$4.00
$2.50
$1.30

NEW SUBDIVISION On Martin Highway,

Fulton, Ky.

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

CHapel 7-1833

Coins. Write giving dates and

OPEN

Brand Wagon
SALE!

WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Fulton. Ky.
FREE PARKING!

555 FULTON, KY.

Will Pay The Highest $ For Old

phis. Jane played beautifully on
the organ and is destined to make
her mart in the entertainment
world. And the Ken-Tenn trio, led
by Jim Clark, WFUL disc jockey
and band leader will appear in
Memphis. Playing with Jim were
Billy Sensing and Bill Griffith.
Miss Sharye Johnson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Johnson of
Water Valley again captivated a
Fulton audience with an outstanding ballet dance and she too will
appear in Memphis as a winner of
Tuesday's competition. The Fulton
High School majorettes performed
to the delight of the audience and
were given a gift certificate.

Continauxl from rage One
other winner who will go to Mem-

JET LANES
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

OLD U. S. COINS

5th .. • •
.
Pint .. ..
...
% Pint

RENT - - - -

next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

Phone 345

Box 6, Charleston, Mo.

WE

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor

descriptions to

TV ANTENNAS: We install—
trade—repair and move. Get
our prices. We serv ice all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television

309 Walnut
Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,

WANTED

APPLES- FOR SALE at the Orchard in South Fulton, Tennessee.
Turn east off Martin Highway on
Collingwood - Gryines Orchard.

CHARLES W.BURROW

— — All kin& —

206 Main St.

MAYTAG WASHERS, standar°
and automatic models, $130.06
and up. Sales and servtoe.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

fruition of a music program that
will be a credit and enhancement
to the school and the community,"
she continued.
She further said, "This year the
beginning band will be open to
anyone in the fifth, sixth, seventh,
or eighth grades. The recruiting
program will begin in September,
and will include instrumental demonstrations and meetings with the
parents whose children are interested in starting on an instrument.
The people beginning this fall will
eventually be the nucleus of the
band when all facets of the program have been realized. This fall
there will only be two bands—
beginning band and senior high
band, but next year there will be
three different groups: beginning,
intermediate, and senior band."
In addition to the band program,
Mrs. Hernon will also teach public school music, mixed chorus,
girls' chorus, and a class in music
evaluation, which will be a combination of music history, appreciation, and theory.
"In this way, every child in the
community will be able to participate in music activities," she said.

Stationery

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-

(Continued from Page 1)
will commute each day from Murray for her duties here.
In speaking to Mrs. Hernon, she
revealed plans for her work here.
"In order to have a lasting organization, the foundation must be
strong," she said.
"The program I propose is a
long-range one, and cannot be accomplished in a year, or even two
or three years, but it will bring to

You will buy these cows if you are the last bidder. There will be no by-bidding.
Lunch will be served
Harry Barry. Owner
Col. C. W. Burrow, Auctioneer

FLOUR .... 5 Lbs. 3k

BREAD

Colonial
13 - Ox.
4-Limit

each 10

Our Special

TEA

I-4 Lb.Pkg.
Blue Plate
MAYONNAISE
Qt.
Red Bird
VIENNA
5 For

29c
49c

VINEGAR
Gal - Jug
Distillers

Each . . .3k

4k

SELECT. GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS lb.

•
•
•
•
•
•

10

New Crop Yellow Texas
TOMATOES Lb. lk SQUASH
2Lbs. ... 25c
Just-Made-All
Flavor
CARROTS - Bag
1k
DRINKS 1-2 .. .39c

C AKES

Angel
Food
49c Value

29C

